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GV to premiere School of Accounting
Former Department of Accounting becomes School
of Accounting; degree worth enhanced
Administration, a Master of Science in
Accounting and a Master of Science in
Taxation.
Grand Valley State University will
Stephen Goldberg, director of the
introduce the Seidman College of School of Accounting, said the school
Business’ newly-formed School of is not currently looking into other
Accounting on Thursday.
degree programs, but might add more
The
former
Department
of specializations.
Accounting and Taxation became the
Faculty members have set up
School of Accounting after recent strategic planning sessions to identify
approval from GVSU’s Board of what other options the school can offer,
Trustees.
he said.
“(The event is) a chance to celebrate
"We want to be sure we’re going in
and congratulate the accounting the right direction,” he said.
program,” said John
In his 12 years at
Reifel,
associate
GVSU, Goldberg said
“(The event is) a
dean of the Seidman
the department has
College of Business.
grown
signilicantly
chance to celebrate
The School of
and there are many
Accounting inaugural
career opportunities.
and congratulate the
event, which will also
“(The growth of
serve as the Annual
the
program)
has
accounting program."
Alumni and Friends
been
enormous,”
Reunion, will begin at
he said. “And the
JOHN REIFEL
5 p.m. in the Hageraccounting job market
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Lubbers
Exhibition
has continuously been
ASSOCIATE DEAN
Hall in the DeVos
strong.”
Center.
The
increased
The event’s featured speaker will be emergence of accounting within the
Eastern Michigan University President Seidman College of Business combined
Susan Work Martin, who previously with encouragement from accounting
held the position of accounting firms are what pushed the department
department chair at GVSU.
to become a school, he said.
Despite the change, students should
It will add a more professional
not expect to see differences in their dimension to future employers, he
degree programs, Reifel said.
added.
“But for our graduates, it’s perhaps a
From initial efforts, it took about one
little enhanced prestige.” he said.
year to get the department shifted to a
The school offers three separate school.
degree programs, a Bachelor of Business
"We didn't have any problems,”
By Rebecca Beard
GVL News Editor

GVL / Pete Tabberer

School shift: Stephen Goldberg, director of the new School of Accounting, works in his office Friday. The Accounting Department will officially become
the School of Accounting on Thursday. Degree programs offered by the school will not change, but the graduates' degrees will benefit from the shift.

Goldberg said. “The process wasn’t
particularly quick, but it went fine.”
Forming into a school is better
representative of the scope and
intensity of the activities involved in the
accounting program. Goldberg said.
Almost 6(X) students are enrolled in
accounting degree programs during the
fall semester and there are more than
30 faculty and staff members working
within the school.
It is important to see the program

continue to develop and improve as the
accounting profession is staying strong,
Goldberg said.
Opportunities within the program
include public, industry, management
and governmental accounting.
Dennis Stovall, an accounting
professor, said the work of faculty and
students has allowed the program to
develop into what it is today.
“It’s the result of the accomplishments
that have come together to get us to this

point,” he said.
But Stovall said he anticipates the
program will continue to blossom.
“The school is still growing and we
look forward to continued growth,” he
said.
Refreshments and beverages will be
provided at the open inaugural event.
For more information, call (616)
331-7414.
news@ lanthorn jcom

Forum to highlight stem
cell research, Proposal 2

Student Senate
expands; students
to benefit

the Nov. 4 ballot, it is an important
issue for people to understand.
GVL News Editor
Janssens said.
Grand Valley State University
“Students have an obligation to
will host an open forum on Tuesday educate themselves about (what)
to provide insight into the science they’ll be voting on,” he said. "We’re
and controversy relating to human not telling them to vote yes or no. It’s
embryonic stem cell research.
an opportunity for some questions to
“Stem Cell Research: What It be answered.”
Means for Michigan”
The
forum
is sponsored by the
will
feature
“Students have an
American
Society
panelists Merritt
obligation to educate
of Biochemistry and
Taylor, a GVSU
Molecular Biology
themselves about
assistant professor
and will begin at
of
biomedical
(what)
they'll
be
voting
7 p.m. in the Pew
sciences, Patricia
Campus’ Loosemore
on ... It's an opportunity
Matthews,aGVSU
Auditorium.
assistant
professor
for some questions to
“This event is
of biology and
designed to educate
be answered.”
Joe Schwarz, a
the Grand Valley
physician,
and
DEREK JANSSENS
community
about
former
U.S.
ASBMB SPOKESPERSON
human
embryonic
Congressman.
stem cell research —
“Students need
the science, ethics
to delve into the
and legislation,” said Derek Janssens, issues," Matthews said. “(They
a senior biomedical science major should) talk to knowledgeable
and spokesperson for the ASBMB.
professionals, not to tell them how
With Michigan's Proposal 2 — to vote, but to get information.”
which seeks to ease restrictions on
It is important to look beyond
embryonic stem cell research — on

By Jenny Whalen

By Rebecca Beard

GVL Managing Editor

GVL / Matt La Vere

Controversial issue: Sophomore Lara Swidwinski and senior Derek Janssens discuss information
about Proposal 2 The controversial stem cell research issue will be on the Nov. 4 ballot.

what parents, friends and the media
are saying, to truly understand the
issue, she added.
Taylor will provide background
information on stem cells and their
potential for cures and treatments of
various illnesses, while Matthews
will outline some of the moral
considerations associated with the
research.
In addition to presentations
from panelists, the program will
feature the preview of “Uncovering
Potential, Discovering Controversy,"
a documentary created by Josh

Beagle, a 2008 GVSU graduate,
and Matt Nickels, a senior Film and
Video Production major.
Beagle and Nickels hold opposing
viewpoints about the necessity of
human embryonic stem cell research,
but are both closely connected to the
issue, as they have family members
with illnesses whose cures could be
impacted by it.
See Prop 2, A2

See more: Go to
"Your Insights" on A6

Debate No. 3
Republican presidential candidate Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz., right, speaks as
Democratic presidential candidate Sen.
Barack Obama, D-lll., listens during a
townhall-style presidential debate at
Belmont University in Nashville, Tenn.,
Tuesday. Tune in for the third and final
presidential debate that will be held at
9 p.m. Wednesday at Hofstra University
in Hempsted, N.Y.
Ar pnoto / J. scott Applewhite

Students
can
expect
to
receive
optimum
representation
of
their interests at
Grand Valley State
University
within
the next three weeks
as
the
Student
Senate expands.
Electing 11 new Stoll
members to its body,
the Student Senate
recently increased
itsnumberto47,and
is continuing to seek
candidates to fill
the three vacancies
remaining.
“Running at full
capacity, we can
bring our level of Trombka
representation
to
the level we are
supposed to be at,”
said Josh Hilbrand.
vice president of
Senate Resources.
“There is a lot that
can be done on
Student Senate, and
the more people
that are involved,
the more we can do Hilbrand
... the more we can
effect the things on campus.”
Hilbrand said it has always been a
personal goal to fill all the seats on
the body, but admitted the task has
been difficult in past years. However,
he said he believes the Student Senate
will reach full capacity within the
next three to four weeks.
Bob Stoll, director of the Office of
Student Life, is also looking forward
to the advantages a full Student
Senate will offer the greater GVSU
community.
“The more people at the table, the
broader the representation of student
viewpoints,” Stoll said. “To have
a body of 50, and have 50 people
engaged in the business of the Student
Senate is the ideal.”
See Senate, A2
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Sports Rehab
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Ren Faire at GVSU

Do You Want to Work With Athletes?
Logan's Department of Sports & Rehabilitation is Designed to assist students m the
management of injuries & assist in the treatment of patients in a clinical setting.

Master’s Degree in Sports Science & Rehabilitation
► Unique Dual-Degree M.S./D.C. 4 Independent Gradudte Degree Formdts
► Develop Skills in the Assessment, Treatment, Conditioning
& Injury Management of Athletes
► Work with Professional, Collegiate & High School
Sports Teams
► Learn from Experts in Sports Medicine
► Treat patients in the state-of-the-art BIOFREEZE®
Sports 4 Rehab Center
If you are looking for a career in healthcare offering
tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
an income commensurate with your professional position,
contact Logan University today!
Jared VanAnne
MS/DC Candidate

LOGAN

www.Logan.edu
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Brittany Jacques

Knights duel in a sword fight as the Majesty's Royal Guard on Saturday
as a part of the Renaissance Faire. People dressed in Renaissance attire
could be seen all across campus this weekend as the Grand Valley State
University community celebrated the Renaissance Faire.
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New members will bring a
fresh perspective to the table introducing new issues, asking
different questions and looking
at what new opportunities might
be pursued to better the lives of
GVSU’s students, Stoll added.
“Sometimes a new student sees
things with a new set of eyes,"
Stoll said. “I think sometimes
upper-class students are just used
to seeing things the way they are
and may take things for granted.
But when you start looking at
what other opportunities are, there
might be a new proposal about a
service on campus.”
Of the 47 senators who
currently sit on the body, 23
are underclassmen, 23 are
upperclassmen and one is a
graduate student. The majority of
the 11 new senators are freshmen.
“It’sreallynicetohave(younger
senators) ,” said Autumn Trombka,
Student Senate president. “It’s
nice to have the younger groups
in because if they see an issue
they can bring it to our attention.
But it’s also nice to have the older
generation because they are able
to continue working on current
issues. It’s really nice to have both
perspectives.”
At the beginning of each year,
Student Senate reserves six spots
for freshmen and transfer students.
The goal is to provide fair
representation of each class and
build experience for future years.
“We’re excited to have a
four-year potential on the body ,”
Hilbrand said. “I think as freshmen
- especially as GVSU is changing
so much - they have a different
perspective and maybe view the
campus a little differently. I think
it is good to come in on our body
and maybe test the notions that
we have conceived. We like to see
new issues.”
managingeditor@lanthorn jcom

“We were both pretty
curious about stem cell
research,”
Nickels
said.
“My dad had a bone marrow
transplant and basically, he
has a lot of side effects, so
I’m pretty passionate about
it.”
The film documents the
science of stem cell research
as well as the underlying
controversy associated with
it.
The forum is an easy way
to get informed about the
issue without any political
spin. Nickels said.
“I want people to learn
from it,” he said. “People
may not know about stem cell
research and those who do
might have misconceptions.
I want to dispel some myths,
especially with the vote in
November.”
Proposal 2 will have a
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significant impact, even on
people who do not realize it,
so it is important to be welleducated before casting a
vote, he said.
“(The forum will) be good
for people who are for it and
against it, because everyone
can learn from it,” Nickels
said.
The
proposal
would
amend the state constitution,
updating a 1978 state law
restricting
embryonic
research in Michigan. Citizen
groups
collected
about
580,000 signatures to get the
initiative on the ballot.
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Corrections
In the Oct. 6 issue of the Lanthorn, it was mistakenly forgotten that
Bri Goodyear also took photos for the Barack Obama photo page on
page A8.
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Mews in Brief

Re-accreditation forums set
The
Higher
Learning
Commission of the North
Central
Association
of
Colleges and Schools will meet
members of the Grand Valley
State University community
as part of its re-accreditation
process this week.
Faculty, staff, students,
community and alumni are
welcome to attend the 12
forums organized for the
evaluation.
Forums are set up at each
of GVSU’s campuses and
are designed to target each
demographic individually.
Visit
http://gvsu.edu/
ncaselfstudy/ for a complete
schedule of times, dates and
locations of the forums.
Seidman listed as one of top
business school in nation
The Princeton Review
recently included GVSU’s
Seidman College of Business
in its list of the top business
schools in the country.
The list, which was
distributed in the Princeton
Review’s “Best 2% Business
Schools” publication, was
compiled based on schoolreported data and the survey of
19,000 students.
Among the list of reasons
for inclusion of the Seidman
College of Business were
small class sizes, “cutting-edge
classes” and solid preparation
in accounting and business.
Students answered 80
question surveys inquiring
after their school’s academics,
financial aid, campus life,
student body, themselves and
their career plans.
The profiles in the “Best
296 Business Schools” cover
admissions,
academics,
financial aid and career
information.
The ranking lists and more
information about the criteria
are available at http://www.
,,pruv*tonreview.cotn, „„
Man hospitalized after crash
near Allendale Campus
A motorcyclist was injured
Saturday morning after being
hit by an oncoming vehicle near
GVSU’s Allendale Campus.
Approaching West Campus
Drive,
22-year-old
Ryan
Mueller struck John Kaminski
of Grand Haven, Mich, who
was riding south on 48th
Avenue.
Deputies said Mueller
did not see the motorcycle
coming.
Authorities
are
still
investigating the accident.
Arrest warrant issued for
former GVSlI football star
Former
Lakers
wide
receiver David Kircus failed
to appear at a court hearing on
Friday resulting in a warrant
for his arrest.
His
lawyer,
Harvey
Steinberg, said Kircus was
unaware he needed to be
present at the hearing.
Kircus pleaded not guilty
to a felony assault charge
after a fight at a 2007 party in
Denver. If convicted, he could
be sentenced to up to 16 years
in prison.
The hearing has been
rescheduled for Friday and the
trial is set to begin Oct. 20.
Kircus played in the NFL
for the Detroit Lions and the
Denver Broncos.
Earth science at GVSU
forefront this week
GVSU will observe Earth
Science Week today through
Friday, focusing on a variety of
hot topics in the geology field.
A lecture series, sponsored
by the Department of Geology,
willcommence on the Allendale
Campus covering gasoline
prices, finding careers in
geology, waterborne pathogen
research and land-atmosphereocean connections.
Speakers include Steve
Forman of the University of
Illinois at Chicago, GVSU
geology
professor
Steve
Mattox,Judy Visscher and Dan
Nally of the Holland Board of
Public Works. Larry McKay
of the University of Tennessee
and Jim O’Connor of Van
Manen Petroleum group in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Padnos Center fair to
promote study abroad
Annual study abroad fair to encourage students to travel
to speak to PIC staff, students who
have previously studied abroad and
international students. TTierc will
Grand Valley State University’s also be a ruflle.
Padnos International Center will
The Study Abroad Fair’s second
host its annual Study Abroad Fair portion will take place from noon
to demonstrate the importance to 6 pan. on Oct. 21 on the Pew
of studying abroad and to help Campus in the Student Project Area
students find the program best in Building C of the DeVos Center.
suited for them.
The event will promote the faculty“It will be a first great step for led and partnership programs,
students
who
but not the
want to study
non-GVSU
“(Studying abroad) makes
abroad,”
said
programs.
Meaghann
Both
students more flexible
Myers-Smith,
portions of
program services
the
Study
and independent... they
and
outreach
Abroad Fair
coordinator
will include
experience growth...”
of PIC. “It’s
music
and
also a chance
free
food.
MEAGHANN MYERS-SMITH
for us to reach
Admission is
PROGRAM SERVICES AND
out to students
free to both
who may not
OUTREACH COORDINATOR
events.
know
about
Students
study
abroad
can gain an
opportunities.”
international experience and global
The first portion of the Study perspective that can enhance their
Abroad Fair will take place on the lives, Myers-Smith said.
Allendale Campus in the Kirkhof
“(Studying abroad) makes
Center’s Grand River Room on students more flexible and
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to4 p.m.
independent,” she said. "They
There will be booths promoting experience growth because of
the four different study abroad challenges presented to them in a
programs: Faculty-led, partnership, new environment and get to know
internship and non-GVSU.
themselves in a new way.”
Studentswillhavean opportunity
By Ryan Hanna
GVL Staff Writer

Mark Schaub, the executive
director of PIC, said studying
abroad will help students in their
careers.
“Employers are eager for people
w ith successful experience working
with people of other cultures,”
Schaub said. “That experience will
show employers you can adapt anti
associate with different people.”
Schaub encourages all GVSU
students, even those who are not
planning on studying abroad, to
attend the event.
"Even if a student is resistant
about studying abroad, where’s the
harm in seeing what programs are
out there?” he said.“(Students) may
learn that it’s not as problematic as
they thought.”
Thereareseveral misconceptions
students may have about studying
abroad, including the belief it
is too expensive and will delay
graduation, Schaub said.
PIC hopes to dispel these myths
by hosting the Study Abroad Fair,
he said.
Other issues that students may
have are fears of terrorism and antiAmerican sentiments in foreign
nations, Schaub said.
"We send students to areas that
are safe,” he said. "But we're having
global problems, so we need global
solutions. We need experience

GVl / Kim Miller

Featured director: Mark Schaub, executive director of the Padnos International
Center, looks at study abroad materials. A study abroad fair will be on Wednesday.

speaking with people from other
countries - that’s the key to solving
(these) problems.”
GVSU senior Kristen Albrecht,
a PIC peer adviser and international
relations major who has studied
abroad in both Mexico and Poland,
agreed students should continue to
study abroad.

“It’s really important to get out
there, see parts of the world and
meet people from other cultures,"
Albrecht said. “Studying abroad
provides (students) with a greater
sense of understanding. They learn
to embrace peoples’ differences.”
rhanna® lanthorn xorti

Systems offer similar programs, different benefits
30, about one-third have switched to Macs
because of the stability of the operating
system, Leidig said.
Through competing campaigns and
“I have yet to meet a Macintosh owner
an influx of new programs, Apple and that wants to switch to Windows,” he
Windows have been battling each other in said.
recent years for computer supremacy.
However, he has met several Windows
But which computer system is better?
users who want to switch to Macintosh.
There are advantages for both types,
People often talk about how Macs arcsaid Paul Leidig, director of the School of more expensive, but when comparing two
Computing and Information Systems.
computers with the same features, the
“The biggest advantage for Windows price is almost the same, he added.
is there are more
“Dollar to dollar,
programs,” he said,
“Dollar to dollar, you
you get more for your
adding the majority
money on an Apple,” he
get more for your
of computer users are
said. “There are cheaper
money on an Apple.
running Windows.
Windows machines than
But Leidig, who
Apple machines, but you
There are cheaper
said he prefers to use
pay for what you get.”
Windows machines than
a Mac, said the top
John
Klein,
the
Apple machines, but
programs are available
associate director of
for Macs, too.
Academic Systems for
you pay for what
“I was sold from
Informal ion Technology,
you get.”
day zero,” Leidig said.
uses
Windows
for
“Apple
understands
business and Macs for
PAUL LEIDIG
the way users use
creative work.
GVSU PROFESSOR
computers better than
Klein had never used
anyone.”
a Macintosh before he
But one misconception people may came to Grand Valley State University,
have is Macs cannot get viruses, Leidig but said he now uses one to retouch and
said. Macs can get viruses; however, edit photos, compose music and do other
these viruses are harder to write because creative work.
the operating system is more secure and,
But Macs do take longer to repair,
since there are fewer Mac users, it is not Klein added.
as lucrative.
The question he poses to students
In the School of Computing and buying a laptop is what they are going to
Information Systems there are roughly 30 use it for.
faculty and adjunct professors. Of those
By Catherine Dugan
GVL Staff Writer

Junior Emily Place bought her
MacBook right before she came to
GVSU.
“My PC at home is constantly getting
viruses and we have to get it fixed.” the
psychology major said.
She turned to Mac because she knew the
computer was going to be an investment
she would have through coff©ge. * -“The setup is a lot more common
sense.” she added. “Things dre where Vou
save them. You don’t have to search for
them. It’s just basic necessities and I like
that.”
Senior Lauren Bettcher bought a Dell.
"I bought a PC for school because

that’s all I had been subject to,” she said
“Macs were just starting to hit the college
market and I was never familiar with its
system.”
Her family recently switched to ani
Apple computer at home, but Bettchei;
still prefers to use a Windows computer. ;
“I am just more comfortable and
KtTOWTTCrtTTJnfC- HTJBtn hOWn WOrKv.

MW

said. “My PC is very basic, but I feel it’s
unnecessary to pay more for the sarttei
product and services provided by a Mac
and to learn a different way to accomplish
these same tasks.”
editRan @ lanthorn .com

GVl Photo Illustration / Becky Reaver

Technology debate: Mac vs PC has long been a debate among students Both platforms have
advantages and disadvantages that a student should consider when purchasing a computer.

Students gain experience, insight through internships
By Zellia Fossett
GVL Staff WYiter

Internships
offer
opportunities to students, no
matter what their majors are.
to experience a virtual day in
adult life.
They come in a variety of
shapes and sizes and can be
paid or unpaid.
They are becoming tickets
for entry into the “real world.”

Erin Bailey, a Grand Valley
State University senior history
major, is currently completing
an internship at GVSU’s art
gallery.
“By helping the collections
manager and the exhibit
designer with everyday tasks,
I learned professionalism and
the fundamentals of the art
business in general.” Bailey
said. “The internship allowed
for a glimpse into what it

GVl / Nkolr Somerville*

Insightful experience: Internship Adviser Rachel Becklin (left) helps GVSU
student Eboni Brown (right) with the steps to obtaining an internship

really takes to run, support and
preserve an art gallery.”
General
consensus
is,
whether paid or unpaid,
every student needs hands-on
experience or extracurricular
involvement
outside
of
class and independent of the
academic community.
Rachel Becklin, internal
internship specialist in the
Career Services Office, touched
on the basics of internships.
“(An internship) helps the
students understand if that’s
the field they really want to
get into," she said. “Employers
are almost all requiring them.
You’ll see on job postings that
employers want experience to
go along with a degree.”
Becklin belongs to a staff
of specialists who work to get
students the internships they
need.
“We have Laker Jobs — the
online system that is free for
students and alumni to search,”
Becklin said. “We also hold
workshops and career fairs and
students can make personal
appointments to talk about
different areas they might want
to look at. how to prepare for

an interview or where to look said Justine Beauvais, a
for internships.”
recent graduate of GVSU’s
Katherine LaPorte, a GVSU broadcasting program.
senior music major, completed
"By
completing
an
an unpaid internship in 2007 internship you learn what to
at the Grand
prepare for,” she
Rapids
said. “I learned
“The experience
to show my
Symphony.
taught me to be
As
a
understanding
through
what
accountable and to
marketing
I learned and I
intern.
she
be humble, amongst
said
she
was able to see
a host of other
the reality of
had
the
most fun by
being a reporter.
great things.”
“supporting
You learn to
bring a snack
a great music
KATHERINE LAPORTE
along with you
ensemble
GVSU SENIOR
because
the
and
getting
days are long
to know the
inside work (requirements) in too."
Working at WWMT News
the field of marketing and of
Channel 3 during the summer
non-profit organizations."
Interns engage in a real proved to be a challenge, but
career setting with their peers all the work was worth it,
and can learn to network while Beauvais said.
For more information about
gaining new resources.
“The experience taught the Career Services Office,
http://www.gvsu.edu/
me to be accountable and to visit
be humble, amongst a host of careers, or call (616) 331-3311
other great things," LaPorte on the Allendale Campus or
(616) 331-6708 on the Pew
said.
Internships can also teach Campus.
students a variety of issues
that are not covered in classes.
news® lanthorn .com
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Mall shooting suspect upset over purchase

m Michigan in Brief
By Duncan Mansfield
Associated Press Writer
Lenawee teen girl pleads
guilty to poisoning grandma

ADRIAN, Mich. (AP)
- A 16-year-old Lenawee
County girl who killed her
grandmother with morphine
has pleaded guilty to seconddegree murder.
The Adrian courtroom was
packed Friday as Kristina
Adkins acknowledged using
morphine to poison 53-yearold Virginia Bentley in 2006.
Adkins was 13 at the time.
Defense
lawyer
Mike
McFarland
says
Adkins
turned to poison because
she
was mistreated by
her grandmother. County
Prosecutor Jonathan Poer was
not available for comment.
The teen could be sentenced
to up to life in prison on Oct.
31, but the probate court
judge could fashion an adultjuvenile punishment because
of her age. Adkins remains in
a juvenile-detention center.
Lenawee County is in
southeastern Michigan near
the border with Ohio.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- The fatal shooting of a store
employee and gun battle with
police in a Knoxville shopping
mall began as a complaint over a
clothing purchase, authorities said
Thursday.
William Johnson — who faces
charges of murder, aggravated
kidnapping and attempted murder
in the Wednesday shootings —

acted alone and targeted the store,
police spokesman Darrell DeBusk
said.
“This shooting did not occur
just because the store was at
the mall.” he said. “It occurred
because the suspect was upset over
a previous clothing purchase.”
Johnson, 42, came to the
shopping center around 4:20 p.m.
Wednesday determined to get
satisfaction from Reno Mens Wear
for clothing he had bought there.
Neighboring merchants said

the store had a no-return policy
and Johnson’s complaint was
about a suit, but DeBusk wouldn’t
discuss those details.
Minutes after Johnson entered
the store, 29-year-old employee
Ahmed Nahl was dead and
Johnson was being taken to a
hospital for wounds in the leg
and arm after a shootout with two
police officers.
The
investigation
was
continuing Thursday and Johnson,
hospitalized
with
non-life-

Wayne-Westland
teachers
return, students protest

DETROIT (AP) - More
than 800 Wayne-Westland
Community Schools teachers
have returned to class after a
four-day walkout.
But hundreds of students
protested Friday morning
outside John Glenn High
School. They were supporting
teachers ordered back to work
Thursday by a Wayne County
circuit judge.
The Detroit News reports
a crowd of several hundred
thinned to about 100 after the
morning bell rang.
It wasn’t immediately
clear how many students
were absent. A message was
left for school officials by
The Associated Press.
The judge issued no
penalties for violating a
(state ban on teacher strikes.
Negotiations
continued
Thursday evening.
The teachers are working
under terms of their latest
contract. Benefits and class
size are among the major
sticking points.
Ex-Michigan governor
retracts McCain endorsement

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(AP) - Former Michigan
Gov.
William
Milliken
backed John McCain when he
was campaigning to become
the Republican presidential
candidate.
But now Milliken is
expressing
doubts
about
his party’s nominee, saying
he
is
disappointed
by
McCain’s personal attacks on
Democratic opponent Barack
Obama and other aspects of
McCain’s campaign.
Reached Thursday at his
Traverse City home, Milliken
told The Grand Rapids Press
that McCain should focus on
the issues.
The 86-year-old Milliken
stopped short of saying he
will vote for Obama, although
he says he differs with
McCain’s position on the Iraq
war and McCain’s choice of
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin as
his running mate.
Milliken served 14 years
as Michigan’s governor, from
1969 to 1983.
Michigan deer baiting ban
endorsed, extended

LANSING, Mich. (AP) A ban on baiting and feeding
deer in Michigan’s Lower
Peninsula has been endorsed
by
the
state’s
Natural
Resources Commission.
The unanimous vote came
Thursday after an Ingham
County judge ruled the state
had authority to institute the
ban that first went into place
in late August. It’s a response
to the detection of chronic
wasting disease in a deer
at a private facility in Kent
County.
The revised baiting and
feeding ban doesn’t have an
expiration date. It stays in
place indefinitely.
The commission
says
it approved the ban in an
attempt to protect the state’s
wild deer herd.

lanthorn@gvsu.edu

AP Photo / Wade Payne

Fatal purchase: Knoxville Ftalice Department public information officer Darrell DeBusk talks to reporters outside Knoxville Center Mall
Wednesday, where a shooting took place inside. A clothing store employee was shot multiple times and was pronounced dead at the scene
The suspect was injured and was taken into custody by the Knoxville Police Department. Behind left is Deputy Chief Bill Roehl.

threatening injuries, had yet to be security guards were unarmed, he
interviewed. But authorities were said.
lximbert, who once foiled
closing in on what happened.
Johnson — described by a robbery attempt at his car
neighbor Johnnie Brown as dealership, said he talked to the
“built like a football player," suspect at the store before police
unemployed and on disability arrived, but he would not reveal
because of a kidney condition — what they said. The commissioner
entered the clothing store looking said he never drew his gun and
for service. He carried a 9 mm stayed outside the store to wait for
police.
i
handgun without a permit.
“I felt that the wisest thing
Nahl, a native of Egypt who
came to this country on a lottery to do was back out and be sure
the
situation
visa,
followed
was
contained,”
Johnson
into
“(This shooting)
he said. “I was
the store, where
prepared
to •
occurred
because
the
he’d w'orked for
defend myself or
less than a year,
suspect was upset over
others if he came
witnesses said.
a previous clothing
out shooting, but
There was a
that wasn’t the
purchase.”
“confrontation”
case.”
between
the
T
w
o
DARRELL DEBUSK
suspect and Nahl
uniformed police
POLICE SPOKESMAN
inside the store.
officers and mall
DeBusk said.The
security arrived.
customer pulled
out the handgun and shot Nahl, The officers shouted to the suspect
then ordered another customer to to drop his gun. Instead the man
the ground. “A few moments later, shot at them. The officers returned
the suspect shot the victim a tew tire. It was over in less than 4
minutes, DeBusk said.
more times,” DeBusk said.
DeBusk wouldn’t say how
Merchants heard the shots
and called 911. Shoppers and many shots were tired. But Mike
shopkeepers screamed and ran for Shearer, who works in a nearby
mattress store, said he heard six
cover.
Knox County Commissioner shots inside the clothing store
Greg “Lumpy” Lambert, who has before officers arrived and a few
a permit to carry' a handgun, said shots later directed at the officers.
he was visiting a dentist’s office in He said the officers fired until
the mall when he heard the shots. they ran out of bullets, maybe 16
He ran over because he knew the times.

German doing well after
double arm transplant
AP Photo / Pablo Martinez Mcnsivais

World s first
complete double
arm transplant
called success

Transition: President Bush, Laura Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney and Lynne
Cheney observe a moment of silence on the White House South Lawn Sept. 11.

Bush signs order to ease
switch to next president
McCain already have designated
officials to oversee such a
transition once the outcome of
WASHINGTON (AP) - A the election is known.
piece of paper that President
The transition team of the
Bush signed Thursday helps winning candidate will set up
ease his way out of the White procedures for selecting key
House when his term ends personnel and making policy
and clears the way for his decisions in the 11 weeks
successor.
before the new president takes
For
seven
office.
years
and
Congress has
Bush
wants
to
nearly
nine
appropriated
months, he has
make sure the next $8
million
signed virtually
to
finance
president’s
team
every memo or
transition
order or piece
has everything it
operations.
of
legislation
White House
needs...
imaginable.
press secretary
He
even
Dana
Perino
DANA PERINO
vetoed a few
said
Bush's
PRESS SECRETARY
bills, but the
order
was
directive he put
designed
to
his name on
help coordinate
Thursday was one that few talk efforts already under way to
very much about. Basically, it’s ensure a seamless transition.
the executive order that turns
She said Bush wants to make
the keys to the White House sure the next president’s team
over to whomever is elected has everything it needs to hit
president on Nov. 4.
the ground running.
A little publicized truth is
“This is especially important
that Washington can’t wait as our nation is fighting a
until inauguration day next Jan. war, dealing with a financial
20 to figure out the details of a crisis and working to protect
transition to a new presidency. ourselves from future terrorist
Both Barack Obama and John attacks,” Perino said.
By Terence Hunt

AP White House Correspondent

By Christog Ruehrmair
Associated Press Writer

MUNICH,Germany (AP)A German farmer who received
the world’s first complete
double arm transplant said
Wednesday that incredulity
gave way to joy when he woke
from surgery to discover he
had arms again.
Karl Merk, who lost his
arms in a farming accident
six years ago, said he at first
could not believe that the
transplant appeared to have
been succesful.
“It was really overwhelming
when I saw that I had arms
again,” said the 54-yearold, who wore a sleeveless
black shirt showing clearly
where his new arms had been
grafted.
“These are my arms, and
I’m not giving them away
again,” he told reporters at
the Munich University Clinic
where he remains nearly three
months after the 15-hour
operation.
Merk is recovering well
and can perform simple tasks
such as opening doors and
turning lights on and off. His
ultimate goals are to eat and
dress himself — and ride a
motorcycle.
“All in all. our wildest
expectations have pretty much
been fulfilled.” said Christoph
Hoehnke, one of the lead
doctors.
A total of 40 surgeons.

AP Photo / Uwe Lein

Transplant success: Karl Merk, a 54-year-old farmer, reacts, as he talks,
during a news conference in Munich, southern Germany, on Wednesday. The
German farmer who received the world’s first complete double arm transplant
is recovering well and able to perform some basic tasks, though doctors said
it still could take up to two years before he relearns how to use his hands
Doctors spent 15 hours on July 25-26 grafting the donor arms onto the body
of 54-year old Karl Merk, who lost his own just below the shoulder in a farm
accident involving a combine six years ago.

anesthesiologists, nurses and
other support staff carried out
the 15-hour operation on July
25-26 to graft the donor’s
arms on to the body of Merk,
who lost his own just below
the shoulder in a combine
harvester accident.
Doctors said there were
good indications of nerve
growth in the arms but it
could take up to two years
before he relearns how to use
his hands.
Merk appeared at the news
conference Wednesday with

lower arms bandaged and
supported with a series of
straps attached to shoulder
pads.
Merk said he was looking
forward to going home after
four to six more weeks
of an intensive program
of physiotherapy, electric
stimulation and psychological
counseling.
There is also still a risk that
Merk’s immune system will
react, though doctors said so
far there was no sign of them
being rejected.

Two American journalists missing in Lebanon
months as well as two car bombs
targeting Ixbanese troops that
killed 25 people and left dozens
BEIRUT. Ixbanon (AP) - Two others wounded.
American journalists vacationing
Earlier this week, the embassy
in Lebanon have not been heard had issued a statement to its citizens
from since Oct. I and are believed about potential violent actions
missing, the US. Embassy said
targeting Americans
Wednesday.appealing
in Ixbanon and
American
for
information
called on its nationals
journalisLs Holli
on their possible
to increase their
whereabouts.
Chmela and Taylor security awareness. It
An
embassy
Luck were reported said the threats were
statement said Holli
particularly
high
Chmela. 27, and missing in Lebanon in the first half of
Taylor Luck. 23,
on Wednesday.
October.
reportedly left Beirut
ITie emhassy says
en mute to the northern
the pair had arrived in
Ixbanese port city of Tripoli.
Ixbanon on Sept. 29 from Amman,
The city is a predominantly Jordan for a vacation and told a
Sunni Muslim city where militants friend they were traveling from
and Islamic fundamentalists are Beirut to Tripoli thnxigh the coastal
known to be active. It has witnessed town of By bios Oct. 1. They were
sectarian fighting in the past few
By Zeina Karam

Associated Press Writer

then to cross by land to Syria before
returning to Jordan where they were
due to report to work on Oct. 4.
“The families ... are asking for
the public’s assistance in providing
information on the possible
whereabouts of the two U.S.
citizens," the statement said.
Lebanese security officials
told The Associated Press they
are searching for the two and
were trying to ascertain whether
they had left the country. They
spoke on condition of anonymity
in accordance with military
regulations.
The alleged disappearance of the
two Americans was reported by the
local Al-Akhbar newspaper, which
said they arrived in Ixbanon Sept.
29, stayed in a hotel in Beirut and
checked out the next day, without
leaving the country. They have not

I

AP Photo I US

Missing persons: American journalists Holli Chmela (left) and Taylor Luck (right)
went missing in Lebanon on Wednesday

been heard of since, it said.
A Jordanian security official
confi rmed that the two were believed
missing. He said U.S. authorities
in Beimt were investigating and
that Jordanian authorities are
not involved. The U.S. Embassy
said it was coordinating efforts
with embassies in Amman and

Damascus as well as with the State
Department in Washington.
Nimr Shalala, manager of the
Beimt hotel where Chmela and
l.uck had stayed, said they left the
hotel Sept. 30 after a one-night
stay. “They checked out, Ux>k all
their belongings and didn’t say
anything.” he told The AP.
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National Rifle Association endorses McCain
on many issues important to the
group.
“'He’s cast more than 60
votes in the Senate in support
of the Second Amendment,”
LaPierre said.
The NRA’s Political Victory
Fund has spent more than $2.3
By Sharon Theimer
million opposing Democratic
nominee Barack Obama. The
Associated Press Writer
chairman
of the political action
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
National
Rifle Association committee, Chris W. Cox, says
is
endorsing
Republican its spending in the presidential
presidential
nominee John race will grow to “eight figures”
McCain despite differences by Election Day. Besides ads,
with the Arizona senator on encouraging battleground-state
gun owners to
gun-show rules
vote will be a
and campaign
“(Palin's) a hunter,
key focus, he
finance
she's a Second
said.
restrictions.
The PAC
Amendment
N
R
A
wasrunningan
Executive
supporter and she's a
ad Thursday
Vice President
tremendous asset to
in USA Today
Wayne
accusing
the
ticket.”
LaPierre and
Obama
of
the chairman
WAYNE LAPIERRE
waffling
on
of the NRA’s
NRA EXECUTIVE VICE
gun-rights
political action
PRESIDENT
issues
and
committee
challenging
planned stops Thursday in
his statements that he supports
Pennsylvania,
Missouri,
the right to bear arms. Obama
Colorado and Nevada to talk
has said he respects the Second
about the move.
Amendment but doesn't think it
LaPierre said the two agree
precludes “some commonsense

National Rifle
Association agrees
to disagree,
supports McCain

gun laws so that we don’t have
kids being shot on the streets of
cities like Chicago.”
The NRA PAC’s future
spending will target Obama on
gun issues and start publicizing
the records of McCain and his
running mate, Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palin, LaPierre said.
McCain’s selection of Palin
was a plus, LaPierre said.
"She’s a hunter, she’s a
Second Amendment supporter
and she’s a tremendous asset to
the ticket,” he said.
Palin, an NRA member,
received an A-plus rating
from the group when she ran
for governor in 2006. That
compares to an NRA grade in
the average range for McCain
in his last Senate race. McCain
isn’t an NRA member.
Palin has been an NRA
booster, particularly for its
education and safety programs,
during hercareer in government.
As mayor of Wasilla, Alaska,
she used $750 from her city
campaign fund to upgrade her
NRA membership.
The NRA doesn’t always
endorse presidential candidates.
It has backed President Bush but
declined to endorse Bob Dole

AP Photo / Morning Journal, Wayne Thomas

Rifle support: Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., is joined by Republican vice presidential candidate,
Sarah Palin, R-Alaska, left, his wife, Cindy, right and daughter, Meghan, for a rally Wednesday in Strongville, Ohio McCain was
recently endorsed by the NRA

in the 1996 race or President by the American Hunters and
Shooters Association, which
George H.W. Bush in 1992.
Obama has been endorsed calls itself a “mainstream

group of hunters” that supports
safe and responsible gun
ownership.

NATO mulls role expansion in Afghanistan
Afghanistan’s heroin industry is security to local forces.
Craddock’s supporters hope
one way to hit back.
“The money from the narcotics talks between the NATO ministers
trade is feeding the insurgency, it and tfieir Afghan counterpart Gen.
buy weapons and it pays fighters,” Abdul Rahim Wardak in Budapest
said U .S. Gen. John Craddock. “It is could overcome doubts.
NATO’s mission in Afghanistan
a cancer that fuels the insurgency.”
The Afghan police are Ux> weak is in bad need of a boost following
to tackle the problem and it’s time a spate of Taliban attacks, the
for the 50,(XX)-strong alliance force acknowledgment that U.S. air
to take on the drug runners, he strikes killed 30 civilians in August
and the reported
said.
assertion by senior
“NATO
must
“The money from
British commander
step up to this task,"
the narcotics
Brig.
Mark
Craddock
told
Carleton-Smith that
defense experts in
trade is feeding
“we’re not going to
Brussels this week.
the insurgency...
win this war.”
“I’ve asked for
NATO must step
NATO officials
expanded authority
criticized Carletonfrom NATO ... to
up to this task.”
Smith ’s choice of
taiget laboratories
JOHN CRADDOCK
words but insisted
and
trafficking
U.S. GENERAL
what the brigadier
facilities.”
meant to say was
The U.S. and
in line with the
several European
allies support him, but others alliance’s long-stated position: that
have doubts. Although Craddock military means alone cannot win
said he won’t target pcxir farmers the war and that Western nations
who depend on opium poppies must aid Afghanistan’s economic
for a living, Germany, Italy and development and build up the
Spain worry a counter-narcotics police, legal system and other state
campaign could lead to a backlash institutions.
Thirty-three thousandU .S .troops
against international troops.
Those countries also fear make up the bulk of international
widening the mission could forces in Afghanistan, including
overstretch the hard-pressed troops. 13,000 with the NATO-led force
They believe that taking the task and 20,000 fighting the insurgency
away from the Afghans is a step and training Afghan forces outside
backward in the goal to hand over the NATO command.

By Paul Ames
Associated Press Writer

BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP)
- The United States on Thursday
pushed NATO allies to order their
troops to target Afghanistan’s
thriving heroin trade in a bid to
stem the flow of drug money to
the widening insurgency against
the troubled international military
mission.
A two-day meeting of NATO
defense ministers comes amid an
increase in violence that has created
doubts about whether Western
forces can win the war against the
resurgent Taliban militants.
“If we have the opportunity
to go after drug lords and drug
laboratories and try and interrupt
this flow of cash to the Taliban,
that seems to me like a legitimate
security endeavor,” said U.S.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates at
the meeting.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
will seek more troops, equipment,
funding and other contributions to
the Afghan war from the allies.
The U.S. plans to beef up its
own troop strength with an extra
Army brigade early next year and
as many as three additional brigades
in the following months.
NATO’s
top
commander
believes cutting the estimated $1(X)
million that the Taliban and their alQaida allies receive each year from
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Wednesday Oct. 15
10 - 4 @
Kirkhof

Grand River Room

Tuesday Oct. 21
12 - 6 @
Student Project Area
Bldg. C
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/studyabroad
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Increased role: NATO Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, center, speaks during a round table meeting of
NATO defense ministers in Budapest, Thursday The U.S. pushed NATO allies Thursday to order their troops to target
Afghanistan's heroin trade to stem the flow of drug money to the widening insurgency against the international
military mission.
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EDITORIAL

Go pink
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Student organizations, the Women’s Center and
Athletics should be commended for highlighting
Breast Cancer Awareness Month, but others across
the Grand Valley State University community need
to do more.
As pink ribbons hang all across the GVSU campuses, the community
is reminded of this month-long event that is devoted to women who
suffer from or who have died from breast cancer.
It’s alarming when the American Cancer Society claimed about
182,460 women will battle breast cancer this year. But it’s even more
disturbing to discover that from those 182,460 women, about 40,080 of
them will lose their lives to breast cancer in the year 2008 alone.
Hearing these statistics shouldn't just be a smack in the face, but
it should also be a wake-up call to stand up and support the cause of
battling breast cancer.
This week, several student organizations, the Women’s Center and
Athletics are hosting a wide array of events in honor of Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. T-shirts can be purchased, walks can be taken and
sports fans can celebrate the pink jerseys worn by a number of the
varsity Athletics teams, all in honor of breast cancer’s victims and
survivors.
It may be difficult to find an extra $5 or $10 to help support this
cause at a time when the nation’s economy is in a downturn, but breast
cancer is real. It affects a lot of lives, including the friends and families
of the victims.
So buy a T-shirt this week or even enjoy the fall season in the MiniStrides Against Breast Cancer walk across campus. Buying a T-shirt or
donating $5 will make a difference.
Wearing pink is one thing, but going pink for breast cancer awareness
is just the right thing to do.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
I am responding to the Oct. 3 column
entitled “Do women deserve what they
get?” by Nicole Avery. I found the
article slanted and sensationalist. You
essentially wrote about a good topic. But
the way you wrote about it was blatantly
inflammatory’ and logically unsound.
Using a quote from a Saudi-Arabian
to support a point you’re making about
American gender roles doesn’t make
sense.
To be quite honest. I've heard more
than enough anger and resentment
aimed by women either at men or at
other women concerning rape and/
S^ite^^i^ence.^.is not
constructive.
J .^.V^uaJjy.iro solution or improvement
is suggested, merely a series of
variations on “men are horrible

creatures.” I believe this is bom out of
the kind of fundamentalist feminism
even most real feminists despise, as it
discredits them and hurts their cause.
Also, this kind of “men are sexual,
violent beings and nothing more”
viewpoint is insulting and demeaning
to men. If you want to improve the state
of relations between the sexes, hurling
vitriol is not a good way to start.
Essentially, what I mean is this: You
had an opportunity to encourage men
and women to be aware of an important
topic and to understand and relate to
each other better. But instead, this
column is just another arrow fired in an
unnecessary war.

Mr. Cochran,
Your letter to the editor published
on Oct. 7 started strong ... then you had
to discredit yourself with that Hitler
comment. This is the ultimate low class
and sophomoric reference point used to
shock and awe. Hitler was an anomaly
who fits in many obscure references
such as the one you made yourself; as

such it is unacademic and immature to
do so when making an argument. While
you are a non-traditional student and
probably know much about life, your
comments show that even at your ripe
age, you still have much to learn.

Tyler Smith
GVSU junior

Christopher Casazza
GVSU alumnus
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Valley Vote
Was it a good idea for John McCain to
pull out of Michigan?

Yes: 45.71%

No: 54.29%

This week’s question:

Vote online at

Did Sarah Palm abuse her power in
the "Troopergate" controversy?

Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY ■
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I .anthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community .
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I .anthorn.
The Grand Valley lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
I etters w ill be checked by an empkiyee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
w ithheld for compelling reasons.
The content, information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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YOUR INSIGHTS

Do you support stem cell research?

"No. It doesn't agree

"Yes. I think they are

"Yes. I think it offers

"Yes. I support it but

"I support it in the

with my morals. I believe

pretty much going to be

medical opportunities

sometimes the method

sense that new medical

that if God wanted it to

thrown away anyway,

for new discovery. It

of getting it I don't

advances come out of

work, we wouldn't have

so we might as well put

offers more benefits

support. I guess you

it, but sometimes the

to test it."

them to good use. The

to society, just the

could say I support the

method is questionable.

embryos will just be

research. I think it

product."

I don't support it unless

thrown away otherwise,

would be a good tool

so we should use them

to make more medical

for research."

discoveries."

it is voluntary."

Zak Kennedy

Stephanie Witt

Gabriel Dominguez

La'ren Lauchie'

Tierra Massey

Sophomore
Engineering
Shelby Township, Mich.

Junior
Communications
Traverse City, Mich.

Sophomore
Biomedical Sciences
Gladwin, Mich.

Sophomore
Biomedical Sciences
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Senior
Business Marketing
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Let them toke up, support Prop 1
Greg M.
Schumaker

J||M

(i\ I. (ohmmis!
Sometimes you need a
good drug.
Say you wake up 32
minutes after your alarm
and need to be to class in I0
minutes, haven’t showered,
only slept for three hours
and, of course, it’s raining
outside but you’ve lost your
umbrella.
You need a big coffee
and some Advil —
college kids’ most prized
possessions.
Then comes the
afternoon when you open
Firefox and read that every
economy in the solar system
has tanked. Even markets of
isolated native Amazonian
tribes have collapsed. You
look out your window and
see gray skies, yellow leaves
and thin, starving squirrels
begging for handouts.
This is when you have

your doctor prescribe you
a mild antidepressant. No
university student is safe
without steady serotonin
levels.
Of course, later in the
evening you’ll be watching
TV and see a clip of Sarah
Palin doing her best to
sound intellectual while
calling Barack Obama a
terrorist because he’s hung
out with a professor at the
University of Illinois. Then
you’ll watch John McCain
not condemn racist remarks
from what’s left of his
crowds.
Yes, here you’ll need
a nice big drink. A beer,
tequila. Jack Daniels or
a martini — whatever
alcohol it takes to help you
forget that a large portion
of America still likes this
creep.
But wait. With all this
excitement you’re not going
to be able to sleep when you
finally fall into bed. You're
hopped up on caffeine,
Prozac, vodka and election
coverage. And you can’t

stop thinking of all that
homework you’ve got to do.
So you’re going to drag
yourself to the medicine
cabinet and swallow a
Tylenol PM. You might
have to resort to Benadryl.
Whatever will knock you
out.
Don’t forget this artificial
sleep's going to cost you in
the morning. You’ll need an
extra shot in your coffee, an
additional dose of Zoloft,
maybe pick up a vitamin
cocktail to balance it all out.
It gets more complicated
if you’ve got ADHD, bipolar
disorder, schizophrenia,
OCD or a supremely
dangerous allergy to nuts.
Not to mention domineering
parents and a nagging
partner. Still, you know it
can get worse!
Throw cancer in there
with its chemotherapy,
removal of vital organs
and body parts, numerous
surgeries, a bleak outlook
and an extremely high price
tag. You know what I’m
going to want?

Some really good weed.
Give me cancer and I
would guzzle regular Coke,
eat Hostess cakes and hit
up McDonalds whenever I
saw fit. And you could film
a PSA with Jesus, Buddha,
Zeus, JFK and Ghandi
telling me not to smoke pot
and l wouldn’t listen.
Because people don’t
deserve cancer. It’s
horrendous. And if you get
dealt that card, you deserve
a long, guilt-free smoke
break.
So vote yes on Proposal
I next month to legalize
medical marijuana. You
get to drive 85 mph and
suck down Red Bull, so
a suffering chemo patient
should be granted the right
to chill in their living room
and roll a joint.

of submitting a reserve
request this year as opposed
to submitting no reserve
request last year, it is
important to note that solely
comparing the amounts
requested during the reserve
request process is an uneven
comparison of a student
organization’s funding
needs.
This comparison fails to
consider a myriad of factors
including, fluctuating initial
operating budgets, initial
fundraising amounts and
changing costs.
In Alternative Breaks’
case, we started the year off
with a smaller base budget
than last year, which is one
of the contributing factors
behind our reserve request.
Although supplementary
funds from the Student Life
Reserve Fund were not
needed last year. Alternative
Breaks has worked with the

Student Senate in past years *
to help fund trips.
This year’s request
amount for Alternative
Breaks was determined by !
careful consideration of
!
projected incoming funds *
and projected expenditures. T
Alternative Breaks works;
to promote active citizenship;
through affordable service- ;•
learning trips across the
'•
nation and the Student L.ife ..
Reserve Fund has been one }
of many factors that have J
allowed us to maintain our *
affordable trip prices.
We appreciate that the »
valuable service that the
.•
Lanthorn provides to the
»
GVSU community, but we 1
were disheartened by the ]
way Alternative Breaks wasj
represented in Monday’s
^
article.

Kschimuiker@ lanthorn .coni,

See more: Visit

Lanthorn.com

:

for Nicole
Avery's column \

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
This letter is in response
to the article entitled
“Fiscal doubt threatens to
cancel Alternative Breaks”
published in the Oct. 6
edition of the Lanthorn.
As members of the
Alternative Breaks executive
board, we confidently can
say that at no point this
year were any Alternative
Breaks trips in danger of
being canceled, and that
the article in the Lanthorn
presented information that
was misleading.
We are continuing to
move forward with our
15 spring break trips, two
College of Education spring
break trips, three winter
break trips, and seven
weekend trips.
It is unfortunate that
quotations were used out
of context to imply that
trips were in danger of
cancelation. In the event that

the Student Life Fund was
not able to support a portion
of our trip costs, Alternative
Breaks would have worked
with trip participants, the
Office of Student Life and
other resources in the Grand
Valley State University
and local communities to
ensure that trips would
continue. This information
was conveyed during the
interview which contributed
to this article, but was left
out of the printed article.
We appreciate the
opportunity to work with the
Student Senate to fund our
van rentals, just as we have
done when necessary in past
years.
In working with the
Student Senate we have
complied with all funding
requirements just as any
other student organization
would be required.
To address the issue

GVSU Alternative Breaks j
Executive Board 2008-09 *

Lauren Sibula, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Homecoming events evoke school spirit
and get involved, you will have a
better time,” Wilk said. “No other
week in the year has all these
special events that students have
a chance to participate in. They
really bring students together under
the umbrella of school spirit.”
One
Homecoming
event
By Allison Bleeker
students attended was a comedy
GVL Staff Writer
show starring Louis C.K., which
When Grand Valley State took place Friday in the Fieldhouse
University students think of Arena.
Homecoming, they may think it is
This show was different from
solely about a football game. But past Homecoming shows because
Homecoming includes many other it was not a musical act, which has
events, and is also about bringing been Homecoming tradition in
members of the university closer past years.
by increasing school spirit.
Students could also choose
Homecoming
to attend the
events
started
Renaissance
“Homecoming
on Oct. 6 and
Faire,
held
is about coming
continued
Saturday and
through the week
Sunday, which
together as a
with
activities
included
community and
such
as
an
merchants and
infiatable twister
entertainers.
celebrating the unity
competition, a lip
The
of being Grand Valley
sync competition
Renaissance
and a bonfire
Faire
was
Lakers.”
designed to get
traditionally a
students fired up.
T.J. BLYSTONE
part of Family
"I have been
GVSU FRESHMAN
Weekend until
seeing a lot of
it w as moved to
school
spirit,
September.
especially with events on campus
“The Renaissance Faire is an
like the bonfire,” said Mike Agius, important part of Homecoming
a member of the Student Senate because it gives parents and
Public
Relations committee. children something fun to do
“'These are the events that help while on campus,” said Tyler
raise school spirit.”
Wiedmeyer, president of the
There were plenty of events Renaissance Faire.
for students to participate in or
He also said the Renaissance
attend, and getting involved in Faire contributes to the fun and
them will make for a better college entertainment of Homecoming
experience, said Brittany Wilk, weekend.
a member of the Student Senate
“Renaissance Faire adds to the
Intereultural Affairs committee.
spirit of Homecoming because
“If you put pride in your school it is something that will make

Events throughout
the weekend
celebrated GVSU’s
48th Homecoming

you laugh and have lots of fun,
whether it’s the funny clothes or
the excitement of sword fighting,
or even the fun jugglers and the
many shops we have,” Wiedmeyer
said.
Students also had a chance
to participate in the Laker
Homecoming 5K run/walk, which
took place Saturday. The run gave
participants a chance to view the
Allendale Campxis’ fall scenery.
“I think the run is an important
part of Homecoming because it
kicks off the day with a blast and

gets you excited for events later
in the day like the football game.”
said Derek Beach, a GVSU
freshman. “I want to show my
leaker school spirit and be part of
a great tradition while having a ton
of fun.”
With all the events happening
on campus, there were plenty of
opportunities for students to get
involved in Homecoming in ways
other than the football game.
"Homecoming shouldn’t just
be about a football game,” said
TJ. Blystone, a GVSU freshman.

“Homeaiming is about coming
together as a community and
celebrating the unity of being
Grand Valley Lakers.”
ahleeker® lanthorn mm
See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for a
photo slideshow

See more: Go to
the photo page on
page A8
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Candles illuminated the 19 red
silhouettes in the dim room, each
draped in a black cloth.
These silhouettes represented
the women and children who
had lost their lives to domestic
violence.
The focus of the Silent Witness
program, these cut outs showed

domestic violence “affects people
all around us,” said Rachael
DeWitt, a graduate assistant for the
Women’s Center.
“It is not coincidental that
(the Silent Witness program
falls) during Domestic Violence
Awareness Month" DeWitt added,
noting the significance of the month
of October in the fight to eradicate
domestic violence.

Mini-Strides
to raise
breast cancer
awareness
GVL Staff Writer

Obstacle course: Student organizations, fraternities and sororities at GVSU came together to compete in various
obstacles at Kirkhof Center's west lawn for Homecoming 2008. Each fratermtiy and sorority had to team up with a student
organization to compete in the events

Program remembers victims, fights domestic violence
By Haley Otman

Mich in a past year The Mini-Strides
walk at GVSU is on Tuesday

By Susie Skowronek

GVL / Matt LaVere
GVl / Nicole Somerville

Lip sync: The Wedding Singers was a group that performed during the lip sync
contest on Thursday The contest was just one of the many Homecoming events

GVl Archive / Ashley Comstock

Cancer walk: GVSU's CARES hold a
banner at the Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer walk in Grand Rapids.

The Silent Witness program
began in 1990 and is a national
initiative in all 50 states and more
than 20 countries.
Each silhouette stood for a real
victim, and their stories were told
by volunteers for the program.
Betty Partee, who lost her
daughter I^eontyne “Tina” ParteeElder to domestic violence,
spioke to attendees of the pirogram

GVl / Bn Goodyear

Silent Witness: Ann LeJeune (left) and Jo Ann Wassenaar (right) unveil the red-painted sillhouette that represents LaDena Wilson, a
victim of domestic abuse Students filled the room as the Silent Witness program presented real accounts and stones on Wednesday

Wednesday in the Kirkhof Center’s violence occurs, and one-in-14
girls will become a victim of sexual
Grand River Room.
Partee-Elder was stabbed with assault before reaching age 18.
“I was definitely crying,” said
a knife by her estranged husband,
Kevin Elder, on Aug. 21. 2007, Lena Drake, of the event’s imp>act.
She said each
while her two
aspect of the
children slept in
“I thought this didn't Silent Witness
the same room.
program
Betty said he
happen to many
fueled different
later woke up
people, but it does.”
thoughts in her
the piair’s son
mind.
and daughter.
She added
“He
left
BRENDA GONZALEZ
she expected to
a full blood
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
be affected by
handpwint
on
SURVIVOR
Betty’s story, but
(her daughter’s)
was surprised to
pajama top and
pushed her downstairs,” Betty said, feel so much during the readings
of each of the 19 Silent Witness’
her voice shaking.
Betty described the nature stories.
“I didn't expect those to do that
of Elder’s relationship with
her daughter in three words: •much and they really did,” Drake
Manipulation, domination and said.
DeWitt said she was glad to
control.
Elder has since been charged have Betty speak in addition to
the readings because it added a
with his wife’s murder.
human element
“She
had
to the program's
depth
and
“Don't ever think 'this
message.
strength
of
“I
thought
character,”
couldn't happen
this
didn't
Betty said of her
happwn
to
daughter. "Don’t
to me/”
many
people
ever think ‘this
but it does,”
couldn’t happien
BETTY PARTEE
said
Brenda
to me.’”
MOTHER OF DOMESTIC
Gonzalez,
DeWitt said
VIOLENCE VICTIM
a
survivor
the
tendency
of
domestic
of abuse is to
intensify over time, and reinforced violence.
She watched her mother suffer
by ignoring it could end up fatal.
The perpetrators of the abuse from domestic violence, and said
took many forms: Husbands, she was very pleased to see the room
boyfriends or ex-boyfriends, but mostly full for the program.
As each story ended, reader’s
some were volunteer firefighters vocalized the hop>e of the Silent
even policemen.
The short movie shown, Witness Program by saying,
“DCypher the Silence,” presented “Remember my name.”
startling statistics: Once every nine
otman @ lanthorn .com
seconds, some act of domestic

1

In its inaugural year, the
Mini-Strides Breast Cancer
Awareness Walk is making it
easier for students to participate
in breast cancer awareness
through efforts of the Women’s
Center in conjunction with the
Fitness and Wellness Center and
Campus Recreation.
Open to all, the walk has a
$5 registration fee for students
and a $10 fee for non-students.
The 5K walk will begin at noon
Tuesday at the Cook-Carillon
Clock Tower. Funds raised will
benefit the American Cancer
Society.
“(The walk) brings awareness
to the fact that positive progress
is being made in breast cancer,”
said Lindsey DesArmo, Health
and Wellness Coordinator in
Human Resources. “We don’t
have to focus on the negative
statistics all the time. We need
to understand that people are
recovering and conquering it,
and it’s further along than some
might think.”
Signs along the route
demonstrate the progress and
developments in breast cancer
research, and agencies will
present information on breast
cancer, said Jo Ann Wassenaar,
associate director of the
Women’s Center.
The first 20 participants will
receive T-shirts, and all walkers
are eligible for door prizes.
Four women from Grand
Valley State University ’s faculty
and staff, who are cancer
survivors, will be featured to
show how this disease affects
everyone - neighbors, friends
and coworkers.
More people are living thanks
to the strides made in breast
cancer research, said Laura
Kennett, associate director of
Campus Recreation.
“Civic
engagement
is
important in the learning and
growing process,” Kennett said.
“This is a chance for students to
reach out to something greater
than themselves.”
This
event
promotes
understanding, especially for
the younger student population,
who need to realize this disease
can overtake any age, race or
socio-economic status, Kennett
added
Mini-Strides is visible on
campus as an interactive and
dynamic activity, Kennett said.
October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month and this is the
time to contribute as a university.
DesArmo said.
“This is a good opportunity
to get students outside and
active, and it’s $5 that can go a
long way,” DesArmo added.
Sophomore Sara Baker,
president of Colleges Against
Cancer, has helped advertise
and inform students about MiniStrides. With tables set up all
week in Kirkhof Center, the
CAC invites students to read
information on breast cancer and
pass it along to mothers, sisters,
aunts and friends.
Students can raise awareness
wearing shirts with slogans
such as “I ‘heart’ Boobs," “Save
Second Base,” or new this year,
“Don’t Slack, Check Your
Rack," Baker said.
“Supporting breast cancer
awareness is one way to get the
word about reminding people to
get their mammograms and do
self-checks,” Baker said.
sskowrvnek® lanthorn mm
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Grand Valley State University students joined faculty,
staff and alumni to celebrate the university's 48th
Homecoming last week. Student teams competed
in events throughout the week, including Lip Sync,
inflatable races and tug-of-war. GVSU hosted comedian
Louis C.K. Friday night as the featured Homecoming
entertainer, and the week's events culminated in
Saturday's Regent crowning and football game against
Hillsdale College.

Brian Beaupied, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com

Division I
discussion
Brian Beaupied

(A I Spoils I (lilnr

In June, Grand Valley Stale
University was awarded its fifthstraight U S. Sports Academy
Directors’ Cup as the top athletic
program in NCAA Division II.
And with five fall sport programs
among the top-10 nationally in their
respective coaches polls, GVSU
appears poised for a sixth cup next
June.
Granted, points for this
distinction are awarded based on
a team’s overall finish and not its
regular season success — yes, I am
speculating a little here.
GVSU is at the paramount of
Division II athletics. Football hasn’t
lost a conference game in four
years, soccer has been perfect in the
GLIAC its past two and volleyball
in one.
At GVSU, winning isn’t
everything, it is the only thing,
and anything less is seemingly
unacceptable.
And as the success on the field
continues, discussion off of it
intensifies.
Should GVSU go to NCAA
Division I?
Well, if you ask President
Thomas J. Haas or Athletic
Director Tim Sclgo they’ll say no,
based primarily on the only two
requirements to go D-I: Expense
and institutional philosophy.
But lets think about it a little bit.
Let’s talk expenses.
Hypothetically, moving up
would mean facility upgrades, aka a
new stadium with a student section
that comfortably sits more than 10
percent of the student body. This
could be funded in a variety of
ways.
A new stadium, or a significant
face-lift to existing Lubbers
Stadium, could at least mean
naming rights to help off-set some
expenses.
Speedway Stadium has a nice
ring to it, doesn’t it?
Really though, GVSU’s current
athletic budget is a little more than
$7 million. Most MAC schools are
in the $15-20 million range. Not too
far off for universities with similar
enrollment and tuition figures.
Realistically, college athletics,
no matter division, don't generate
revenue and are supported through
university funding, ticket sales,
merchandise, etc. GVSU Athletics
can roughly account for 15 percent
of its operating budget.
Most Division I programs charge
students for tickets as another
measure to off-set costs, GVSU
could as well.
Going D-I is realistic, just a
matter of prioritizing. As far as
institutional philosophy goes,
GVSU is as proud of its student
athletes' performance in the
classroom as in competition.
The slogan “I chose Division
II" is the NCAA trying to say it’s
developing student leaders to benefit
society, but really in most cases it
just means you’re not a Division I
talent, here is a partial scholarship
for your continued education and to
keep playing sports.
Student athletes arc leaders
because they arc coached by such
and arc given responsibility, not
because they play in a second-tier
division.
They achieve good grades
because they know how to budget
their time and can’t rely on getting
drafted, becoming endorsed by
Gatorade and receiving an eightfigure signing bonus.
With parity increasing in college
athletics, it is not out of line to
think GVSU could be successful in
Division I Just ask Tom Izzo and
Michigan State basketball.
sports(a),lanthorn. com
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Hockey skates to three wins at Laker Invitational
right now is our skating skill, and we
pretty much showed that for 60 minutes
today.”
Despite the decisive victory, McLean
said he believes there are areas of
the game in which the team needs to
improve.
"We tend to go away from our game
By Jared Greenleaf
just a little bit,” he said. "They scored
GVL Staff Writer
two goals to start the third period, and
Getting an early cushion is always
we can’t have that. It was that three to
a good strategy if you want to win
four minutes in the first period that we
games.
got away from our game plan and we
The Grand Valley State University
need to eliminate that
men’s
hockey
team
if we want to continue
jumped out to a four goal
“We need to
to win.”
lead in the first period to
continue to
The
I .akers
help secure that cushion
generated
a
maintain
our
focus,
and
defeat
William
combination
of
Paterson University 8-3
and get better at
aggressive
offense
at the Laker Invitational
along
with
solid
the
little
things.”
hosted at Georgetown
goaltending to bury the
Ice Arena.
DENNY MCLEAN
Pioneers early.
GVSU head coach
GVSU HEAD COACH
Leading the scoring
Denny McLean said he
for the Lakers was
was impressed with his
sophomore
Mike
team’s start and consistency.
Slifco, who had two goals and an assist.
"We played with a lot of energy and
Junior goaltender Grant Lyon stopped
had good foot speed on the ice,” he said.
30-of-33 shots fired his way.
“The biggest thing we have going for us
“The first shift — which I believe

Men’s hockey dominates
Texas Technological,
Washington, William
Paterson universities

is the most important shift of the game
— the guys came out and set the tone
early,” Lyon said. "We knew they were
a good team coming in, so we had to
jump on them early. After that first goal,
we just took off.”

With the game slipping out of the
Pioneers reach after the first period,
tempers started to flare in the second
and third with numerous scuffles and
penally minutes being handed out.
See

Hockey, B3

GVl / Kiltie Mitchell

Swift moves: Sophomore Derek Williams moves to break through the WPU defense The Lakers
beat the Pioneers 8-3 at this weekend's Lakers National Invitational.

Lakers crowned Homecoming kings
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Senior Reporter

On the opening drive of Homecoming night, the
No. 1-ranked Grand Valley State University football
team was backed up to their own I-yard line.
Just three plays later junior quarterback Brad Iciek
found junior wide receiver Blake Smolen wide open
for an 88-yard touchdown pass, in front of the fourth
largest crowd in Lubber Stadium history (14,161).

The touchdown gave the Lakers (6-0. 6-0) their
first lead en route to a 41-10 victory over Hillsdale
College Saturday night.
The reception was the fourth longest pass play in
GVSU history and a career long for both Iciek and
Smolen.
Smolen stepped in as wide receiver after the
Lakers lost two players — one to injury and the other
to academic ineligibility. The opportunity turned into

GVL / Kim Miller and Becky Reaver

Top left: The GVSU drumline played in front of the stands for GVSU fans at the Homecoming game Saturday
Top right: GVSU player Blake Smolen advances the Lakers down the field during Saturday's Homecoming game
Bottom: Sophomore running back James Berezik leaves a Hillsdale opponent in the dust

a career game for Smolen. as he pulled in five passes
for a career high 185 yards and two touchdowns.
“It’s nice to have a speed guy at that position
because he can get to that (open) spot,” Iciek said.
“Some of our bigger guys aren’t necessarily as fast;
they struggle getting there.”
Head coach Chuck Martin said Smolen is stepping
in and running routes they have not been able to finish
all year.
“He’s making tons of big plays at receiver,” he
said. “That’s not what he’s made to do but because
of our situation he played outside. He’s been making
plays since freshman year in big games. He’s almost
becoming a dominant receiver for us, which I never
really thought he’d be.”
The Laker offense benefited from a balanced
ground and air attack with a season high of 542 yards,
averaging 10 yards per play in the game. Sophomore
running back James Berezik led the running game
with a career high 172 yards on 14 carries.
Martin said the ground game carried the offensive
line on Saturday, which he said is not usually the
norm.
"There’s been a lot of games where our o-line has
been knocking people off the ball and our backs make
a bunch of plays,” he said. “(On Saturday) there were
times where (the rushes) should have been (for) no
gain. Our o-line will be patting our running backs on
the back.”
But GVSU’s defense held its own as well. After
giving up a touchdown in the first quarter for the first
time this season, the Lakers held the Chargers to a
field goal for the remainder of the game.
“They're a good offensive team,” Martin said.
“They’re not going to (be) held to 10 points very
often. They're a lot like us. They run different plays
than we do but (with) a similar philosophy.”
Even though Hillsdale managed 292 yards of
offense, the Lakers’ defensive line dominated thanks
to senior defensive tackle Dan Skuta, who recorded
four sacks in the game — the second most individual
sacks in a game in GVSU history.
His play was crucial after losing starting defensive
end sophomore Danny Richard to injury in the first
quarter.
“There were some good one-on-one matchups out
there.” Skuta said. “On film it’s hard to tell sometimes,
but after a series or two, I start to get a feel for what
they're trying to do.”
Skuta’s sacks pushed his career total to 30, passing
Joe Huhn for the second most in GVSU history,
trailing only Mike McFadden (36).
“It’s just awesome to be up there with Mike
(McFadden),” Skuta said. “It's special being at the
top of that list.”
The undefeated Lakers will travel to the University
of Findlay (2-5) on Saturday for a noon kickoff.
mkuzawa @ lanthorn .com

see more: Visit Lanthorn.com

for a live blog recap

Soccer beats Northern in second go around
Women’s team records 12th
season shutout, 2-0, against
Northern Michigan University

Dilanni. “It was good for us to strike early."
The Lakers' other goal came late in the first period
from senior forward Ashley Elsass. shortly after Music
and one of her Wildcat teammates collided near the
goal.
Tafler and sophomore forward Erika Pitroff picked
By Rebecca Beard
up assists on the goal, which was the last of the game.
GVl. News l-ditor
“I was a little disappointed with the second half,”
For the second time this season, the Lakers’women’s Dilanni said. “I thought we could’ve come out and
soccer team faced the music; and
gotten that third goal. But the
for the second time, they came out
positives were we got good shots and
“This time we were
victorious.
opportunities out of our midfield.”
on our home field ...
No. I Grand Valley State
GVSU outshot Northern Michigan
University defeated the Northern
We wanted to make
13-4 and continued their rhythm of
Michigan Wildcats 2-0 on Friday,
out fouling opponents by picking up
sure we came out and
taking their record to 13-0.
15 of the game’s 19.
Less than two minutes into play,
showed them what kind
When the two teams last squared
senior forward Katy Taller set the
off
on Sept. 19, GVSU won 1-0, but
of team we are ...”
tempo when she knocked in a goal
several players said they were pleased
past Wildcats goalkeeper Kara
to set a different tone in the encore.
KATY TAFLER
Music, with an assist from junior
“The last time (we played Northern
SENIOR FORWARD
forward Irie Dennis.
Michigan) we came out pretty flat,”
“I was excited to see that we came
said junior defender Amber Bloem.
out early and scored a goal ... that hasn’t happened the
We came out with much more energy this game and
last couple of games," said GVSU head coach David

GVl I Andrew Mills

Ball heist: Senior forward Ashley Elsass makes contact with
Northern Michigan mid-fielder Emily Lockery during Friday's home
game The Lakers beat Northern for their 10th-straight shutout.

See

Soccer, B3

see more: Visit Lanthorn.com

for exclusive video interview
with coach David Dilanni
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Volleyball pushes win streak to 15 matches
Tiffin, Ashland universities pose little competition for Laker women
that we would get the chance to rest and every game. It helps us work for
up for the big weekend ahead of us.”
a little bit of w iggle room as we head
While the Lakers came out on toward the postseason.”
top for a fifth consecutive weekend,
Ashmore reaffirmed her coach’s
Scanlon said she was disappointed belief in her seniors by saying the win
with the competition her team faced.
streak is nothing to really be excited
“Neither
team
about.
this past weekend
“We’ve seen big
“Neither team this
really posed that
winning
streaks
past weekend really
big of a challenge to
before,” she said.
us,” she said. “We
“For the past couple
posed that big of a
played a lot of our
of years we’ve gone
challenge to us. We
more inexperienced
on
huge
winning
played a lot of our
players
against
streaks in the middle
Tiffin.
Ashland
of the season, which is
more inexperienced
posed more of a
good, but we’re going
players...”
threat of the two, but
to have to work on
we came out, played
more things down the
DEANNE SCANLON
well and took care
line, including getting
GVSU HEAD COACH
used to playing more
of business.”
than three games in a
Scanlon said she
compensates for the
match.”
This weekend the Lakers will
lack of competition and issues of
complacency in the GLIAC with her have more than enough time to gain
own goals and expectations of her valuable experience and conditioning
when they participate in the GLIAC/
team.
“We have enough experienced GLVC challenge. The tournament is
players on the team that know the used by the NCAA to help provide a
importance of getting a cushion,” she “truer" ranking for regionals, Scanlon
said. “It’s not always about getting said.
“It’s going to be tough,” she
the win or being the first to 25 in a set
— we set little goals in every practice said. "It’s always a challenge when

By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Staff Writer

-•

With the raw talent and skill rriost
of Grand Valley State University’s
’ athletic teams present, complacency
has become more of an issue than
competition for the university. The
• volleyball team is no exception.
With back-to-back shutout victories
over Tiffin and Ashland universities,
the No. 7 GVSU women’s volleyball
team pushed its win streak to 15
matches. The last five matches for the
Lakers have been shutout victories.
The Lakers’ stat sheet remained
, relatively even as the team cruised
past Tiffin by relying on its depth. Of
the 11 women who played for GVSU,
nine saw action in all three games.
.
When the Lakers took the court
, against Ashland, GVSU head coach
, Deanne Scanlon had to rely on her
„ seniors to step up.
Senior Danielle Alexander tallied
10 kills, three digs and two blocks in
the victory, while fellow senior Jamie
.Ashmore did her part with 27 assists,
five digs and three kills.
t.. , “It’s always good to win,”
. Alexander said. “We wanted to close
„ out these teams as fast as we could so

Football recap
::

Grand Valley State 41, Hillsdale 10
GVSU

Z<

14 14 13 0

Hillsdale 7 0 3 0

GLIAC roundup
Ashland 43, North wood 24
Tiffin 14, Saginaw 33
Michigan Tech 30, Findlay 28
Northern Michigan 10, Wayne State 24
Ferris State 31, Indianapolis 24

GVL Archive / Pete Tabberer

Power spike: Senior Jamie Ashmore (left) spikes the ball against opponents from Hillsdale in a past
game this season. The team won both its games against Tiffin and Ashland universities this weekend

you step outside of your conference
to play against unfamiliar teams,
especially when you have everyone
gunning for you. Everyone believes
that the regional championship is

First Quarter
GV — Blake Smolen 88 pass from Brad Iciek
(Todd Carter kick), 8:40.
GV — James Berezik 60 run
(Todd Carter kick), 7:20.
HC — A.J. Kegg 9 pass from T. Weatherhead
(Mark Petro kick), 1:38.
Second Quarter
GV — Smolen 41 pass from Iciek
(Todd Carter kick), 14:19.
GV — Jonn Mathews 6 pass from Iciek
(Todd Carter kick), 1:59.
Third Quarter
GV — Berezik 22 run
(Todd Carter kick), 12:22.
HC — Mark Petro 36 field goal, 10:52.
GV — Berezik 32 run
(Todd Carter kick failed), 8:27.
Fourth Quarter
None.

going to come through Grand Valley,
so the other teams will see this as
their chance to knock us off.”
ejohnson @ lanthorn .com
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Box score
Team/Individual Leaders
Rushing
Grand Valley St. 35-267
(Berezik 14-182)
Hillsdale 25-34 (Panizzi 12-44)
Passing
Grand Valley St. 13-19-2-1-275
(Iciek 13-19-2-1-275)
Hillsdale 24-38-1-258
(Weatherhead 26-34-0-240)
Receiving
Grand Valley St.
(Smolen 5-185-2)
Hillsdale
(Kegg 9-113-1)
Defense
Grand Valley St., Huley (9 tackles)
Hillsdale, Wojcik (9 tackles)

GVL / Becky Reaver

Runaway: Running back James Berezik breaks away from
the opposing Hillsdale players and runs toward the endzone.
Lakers won, 41-10, in Saturday's Homecoming game

AN iPod
FOR YOUR
THOUGHTS
IU COULD WIN
8 GB iPod TOUCH
OR ONE OF TWO
S25 BEST BUY GIFT CARO
TAKE THE DINING SURVEY

GVSUFOOD.COM

• 16 Lanes
Group Parties
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Men's tennis looks for offseason break

continued from page B1

"They kept getting late
hits on our goalie, and you
can’t tolerate that in front of
the net,” said sophomore Jake
Oschner. “We’re not typically
a tough team, but when teams
are coming at us, we know we
have to go right back at them.”
The win was the third of the
week for the Lakers as they also
defeated Texas Technological
University 5-3 on Wednesday
and
Eastern
Washington
University 6-0 Thursday.
McLean said the team did a
lot of the little things needed to
earn victories.

Team to enjoy offseason rest following
strong showing in Lewis Flyer Classic
By Grant Wieman
GVL Staff Writer

In just three tournaments
this fall season, the Grand
Valley State University men’s
tennis team has come a long
way.
“ The past two weeks
everyone has really picked up
their game to where it should
be,” said senior Alex Switzer.
After
suffering
from
conditioning problems in the
first tournament of fall, the
Lakers entered the Lewis Flyer
Classic prepared to play.
“We all played three doubles
and three singles matches
within 48 hours,” Switzer said.
“Everyone held up and gave
their all.”
No. 1 singles player Tony
Dang, a junior, decided to try a
new approach to his matches.
“I’ve always looked at the
draw to see who 1 played,” he
said. “But sometimes it can
mess with your head. So I
wanted to see how I’d do if I
didn’t know who I played until
we both walked on the court.”
The change allowed Dang
to make a strong showing. He
reached the semifinals in his
singles flight, and the finals
in doubles with his partner,

freshman Michael Coupek.
Because head coach John
Black was on the road with
the women’s team, the Lakers
traveled with GVSU’s assistant
track coach, Ray Williams.
“When we only have one
coach, who is coaching guys
and girls, you need to have
strong
assistant coaches,”
Switzer said.
Switzer added although
Williams did not have the same
knowledge of tennis as Black,
he was able to keep the players
motivated with his outgoing
and upbeat attitude.
The Lakers are entering the
offseason on what Dang called
a much-needed break.
“It’s kind of a relief because
I feel like we all want a little
break from tennis,” he said.
“We’ll be able to come back
refreshed and ready for the
season next semester.”
During the break, players
will focus on strength training
in order to prevent injury, and
conditioning, Dang said.
“(Participation
in
the
program will) be on us, but
if you don’t realize it’ll be
beneficial, you’re going to
have a hard time staying in the
lineup,” he said.
Also with strong showings
in the Lewis Flyer Classic

Soccer
continued from page B1

GVL / Pete Tabberer

Ace action: GVSU player Alex Switzer makes contact with the ball during the GVSU
Invitational at Jenison, Mich. The team recently competed in the Lewis Flyer Classic

was the pair of Switzer and
Matt Globerson, who won
the consolation finals in their
doubles flight, and juniors

Ryan Diebold and Pat Snyder,
who each won their respective
singles flights.

GVL Staff Writer

In the final tune up before
the GLIAC Championships in
two weeks. Grand Valley State
University’s cross country teams
both ran away with victories.
Competing in the Michigan
Intercollegiate Cross Country
Championship against more than 20
teams, the GVSU women finished
in first with a final team score of
22 .The next closest competitor was
Western Michigan University with
a score of 111.
GVSU was led by sophomore
Megan Maceratini, who won the
overall event. Her time of 18:33
was six seconds better than the
nearest runner.
The Lakers finished with seven
runners inside the top 10 of the
race, and their average time was
more than one minute ahead of
second place Western Michigan
University.
Sophomore Rebecca Winchester
came in third, while sophomore
teammate Amy Kolin rounded out
the top five.
Even though the win came
easy, the team warned it was not
an easy tune up for the conference
championships.
“It wasn't as big of a nine up as
Notre Dame was but it gave us a
chance to try a more conservative
race plan to get ready for regionals
and nationals,” said redshirt
freshman Ryan Toth.
The men’s team dominated too.
Almost tied at the top, senior Chris
Hammer and Toth finished second
and third overall with the same time
of 25:42.
With the five scored runners all

inside the top 15, GVSU’s score of
30 easily bested Eastern Michigan
University’s 88 points.
Redshirt
freshman
Tyler
Emmorey came in fourth place,
while fellow freshman Jeff
Nordquist finished in I Oth.
Junior Ross Faasse rounded out
the scoring for GVSU, just behind

Nordquist in llth place. Despite
the dominating victory, Faasse said
they are not at their best yet.
“We are not to the point of
peaking yet which is good," he
said. “Our aim would obviously be
to peak at the national meet which
is still over a month away."
The leakers have the next

jgreenleaf® lanthorn £om

leakers, whose defense has’ hit
all the right notes, giving uptinly
two goals this year.
"We have a lot of athletic
girls on defense,” Bloem said.
"Obviously we have a lot of
new girls, but with Kristina
(Nasturzio) back there making
some sweet saves, we’ve been
strong.”
It is important to maintain
their harmony throughout the
rest of the season, she added:
"Each game is important to
us,” Bloem said. "We want homefield advantage and to go strong
into the national championship.”
The leakers will host the
University of Findlay at 4 p.m.
on Friday.
news@ lanthorn xom

two weeks off before hosting the
GLIAC Championships.
“We just needed to gain a little
experience, but it definitely makes
us more confident going into the
national tournament,” Kmmoney
said. "This is most of the team's
first year in uniform so we will just
have to listen to what (head coach)
Jerry (Baltes) says and follow his
coaching. We need to follow the
leadership of teammates who have
been to the national championships
before."

COLLEGE NIGHT!!

I Wed- Groups of 10 or More Get in for $5.00 w/ College ID

$10 DANCES FROM 6-10PM
let la
when non wear
FOOTBALL PAI
war favorite
football lersevL
TONIGHT!
Showgirl of the Year Local Competition

1336 Ravine @ Douglas • Kalamazoo * (269) 344-8104 • dejavu.com

kpaffhausen@ lanthorn x om

come inio ihe leasing office now
to see how
fit in a\ 4?wesi!

GVL Archive / Elise Miller

Pack race: GVSU runners compete in the Aquinas Open last season

awesome amenities

Tim Leasing now foR.
the ’Ot schooL iean!

wireless & hard-line Internet access in each unit
large, fully equipped kitchen with breakfast bar
privately keyed, large bedrooms
full-size washer & dryer in each apartment
or town home
FREE expanded cable television service
lots of windows with blinds
spacious (HUGE) apartments and town homes
central air conditioning
prices start at only $430 per bed!
professional, trained, on-site management
and maintenance response teams

Making strides: GVSU men's cross country team runs in a meet last season

Think fast - think FedEx.
Fed Ex Ground Thinking about some fast cash and help with college?
Join the fast-paced FedEx Ground team as a part-time Package Handler.
You'll work up a sweat, and in return get a weekly paycheck, tuition
assistance, and more!

Multiple Shifts to fit your
busy schedule!

P/T Package Handlers
18 years or older
Ability to load, unload, and
sort packages
Part-time, 5 days per week
$9.00 or $10.00 to start,
scheduled raises
$1500 in Tuition Assistance
After 60 Days!

We are located at
3378 Three Mile Road NW
Walker, Ml 49534

“We won a lot of the
scrambles, the one-on-one
batt les and baitles to t he comer,”
he said. “If you’re going to win
hockey games, it’s so important
to win those battles because it
gives you a much better chance
at the end.”
McLean said he knows how
good this team can be, but the
team has to know it too.
"We need to continue to
maintain our focus, and .get
better at the little things,”, he
said, “If we do that, we’ll be in
good shape for the rest of the
season."
„

f> wieman @ lanthorn .com

Cross country teams take first place
By Kyle Paffhausen

moved the ball a lot better.”
Taller agreed and added they
lacked intensity in their first
matchup, but got more in sync
for the rematch.
“This time we were on our
home field and we knew what
we did last time,” she said. "We
wanted to make sure we came
out and showed them what kind
of team we are right from the
start.”
Senior goalkeeper Kristina
Nasturzio made two saves —
one a diving stop and the other
tipping the ball over the goal —
to notch her IOth shutout.
Overall, it was the 12th
shutout of the season for the
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Holland to welcome $2.5 million nightclub
»
•

SlNightclub and Sol’
lounge offer students
alternative to Grand
Rapids nightlife
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Senior Reporter

An old car dealership in Holland has
been transformed into a $2.5 million
nightclub, which will open Friday.
S Nightclub is owned by Brett Flipse.
a Grand Valley State University business
major, and his father. It features a $3(X),CXK)
sound and lighting system, private VIP
booths and 3(X) feet of service bar space.
“It’s to basically give the people of
the lakeshore something exciting to do
at night,” Flipse said. “The lakeshore has
been so deprived of everything we wanted
to give our people out there something
they’ve never seen before.”
Matt Johnson, S Nightclub's director
of operations, said S Nightclub is a top-ofthe-line nightclub that is as technologically
advanced as any club in the Grand Rapids
area. He added it brings an entertainment
venue to the lakeshore and offers GVSU
students an alternative to having to go to
Grand Rapids for all of their nightlife.
“It allows lakeshore access to a real big
city nightclub feel,” he said.
S Nightclub is an upscale nightclub that
is sophisticated, dark and intimate for those
who are “going out to be seen.” Flipse
said.
Within the same building, a beachthemed lounge called Sol’ provides an
atmosphere that is much different.
“Sol’ is come as you are,” Flipse said.

“Its atmosphere is so broad it attracts
anyone under the sun. You could come
wearing a bathing suit and we could care
less.”
He said the nightclub offers something
different because of the two venues, and he
thinks the separate venues will appeal to a
lot of people.
Anna Yocius, a student at GVSU and a
cocktail waitress at S Nightclub, agreed.
“This club is unique because it is going
to be two nightclubs under one roof,” she
said. “I think this is a place students will
enjoy because there are two rooms.”
Flipse and his dad have spent more than
a year renovating the 8JXX)-square-foot
building, try ing to prioritize w ithout cutting
any comers. He said the biggest problem
they ran into was quadrupling their budget.
“As far as other hurdles: Hunting
down and securing a liquor license and
meeting township axles and licenses," he
said, adding the township has been very
supportive.
Although the nightclub does not have
a kitchen, minimal food options will be
available. The nightclub will provide highend catered food, Flipse said.
Johnson said the club will feature a
signature “S drink,” a vrxlka-based and
black light reflective concoction that glows
in the dark. There will also be 10 specialty
martinis that are customized with the
nightclub’s own twist and flavor.
“S Nightclub has a vast liquor list and a
great drink menu,” Yocius said.
When it comes to the S Nightclub’s
opening. Flipse said he is most excited
about seeing people’s reactions and sharing
w ith them the hard work that has been put
into the nightclub.

Courtesy Photo / S Nightclub

Stylish clubs: Holland's new S Nightclub opens this weekend and features an upscale night club (pictured) and a relaxed club called Sol'.

“I’m really excited for the reactions,”
he said. “People don’t know what to expect
when they walk in.”
S Nightclub will open at 9 p.m. Friday
and Saturday and at 10 p.m. during the
week. Tuesday and Thursday allows ages
18 and up. Tuesday is college night with a
$ 10 cover for ages 18 to 20 and a $5 cover

w w w.sn ightclubhol land .com.
"We want everyone to take part in the
excitement,” Flipse said. “We have service,
we have experience and just the overall
wow factor.”
jpawlowski@lanthorn.com

Students to invoke the Homeric muses

New CBS
sitcom brings
back comedy

By Dani Willcutt
GVL A&E Editor

Courtesy Photo / www.tvblogdig.net

Sitcom salvation: (left to right) Erinn Hayes, Nancy
Lenehan and Kyle Bornheimer in the new CBS comedy
"Worst Week." The sitcom premiered last week.

Whatever happened to the good sitcom?
Whatever happened to those 30-minute,
deliciously warped versions of ourselves making us
look kinder, smarter and dangerously gcxxl looking?
What has become of us?
* Modem TV is an infectious disease, waiting to
swap spit with its audience. Stricken with a case of
bad programming, TV is plagued by hordes of easily
filmed, quickly produced and painfully simple plots
of.celebrity dating shows.
; Now reality show contestants compete for the
delectable prize of who can lose their shame the
fastest, who can embarrass their parents the most
and. most importantly, who can distance themselves
the furthest from the possibility of ever holding a
respectable career. Key word: Respectable.
Most amusing are the reality shows about
fofmer reality stars — shows like “I Love Money”
arfd “New York Goes to Hollywood.” For
VHI producers to think we would grant even a
millisecond of our time to caring about these people
is,*quite simply, giving us too much credit.
* Whatever happened to shows expressing
the human ideal? Those sitcoms which placed
characters like us in wacky situations, but in the
eifcl gave us at least a sliver of resolution that other
sfaiws did not.
* After a long hiatus, good TV is back.
4 The newly premiered show “Worst Week,”
a comedy about a man’s (Sam, played by Kyle
Bomheimer) disastrous attempts at winning his
girlfriend’s family's affection, is by far. one of the
best sitcoms on TV.
* In the show, Sam and girlfriend Melanie (Erinn

for 21 and up. 'ITiursday is ladies night with
no cover for ladies 21 and up all night.
Dixir discounts are available for students
with their college ID. Sol’ is open 5 pm.
Tuesday through Sunday.
S Nightclub is located at 176 E.
I^ikewcxxl Blvd. For more information and
for a complete night schedule visit http://

Hayes) have been dating for two years. With life
changing news of a baby on the way as well as a
future wedding, the show centers on the couple’s
desperate attempt to find the opportune moment to
deliver the news.
However, Sam's painfully clumsy demeanor
and extreme nervousness around Mel's father, Dick
(Kurtwcxxl Smith, most recently “That 70's show”),
prevents them from ever doing so.
There is something to be said about a character
like Sam. Although the situations happening to him
are often far-fetched and completely implausible,
Sam never loses his delightfully optimistic attitude
through even the worst situations.
Take the pilot episode. Sam receives a call from
the undertaker that Dick passed out in the street
and is resting in the back room of the funeral home.
Misinterpreting the situation, Sam tells Mel's family
Dick has passed on.
However, despite the unimaginable, horrible
situations that happen to Sam. his positive attitude
can give us all a dose of inspiration and a slice of
the redeeming values I spoke of earlier: If you love
someone you will do anything to seek their loved
one’s approval, no matter how big or small.
As the U5. version of the BBC sitcom, many
view this new CBS show as just another kmx:k-off.
To those critics, the phrase “postmodernism” comes
to mind. It is time we realize recycled plots are
inevitable. True originality is great, but often hard to
find. Instead we should focus on how that particular
show puts a spin on a classic idea.
And besides, the idea of a man seeking a fatherin-law's approval is about the most basic plot in
existence. So to them I say, get over it; this is gcxxl
TV ... finally.
Irexna@ lanthorn .com

This Friday, students are invited
to attend a marathon reading of
“The Odyssey” in this year’s
Homerathon as the Classics
Department brings to life the return
song of Odysseus.
Having begun in March of 2007
with a 24-hour marathon reading
of Homer's “The Iliad,” Friday
will mark round two of the “epic”
event.
Homer was designed with the
purpose of being read aloud, said
William Levitan, a professor in the
Classics Department.
Through reading the Odyssey
from beginning to end, we are
continuing a tradition of centuries
ago, said Peter Anderson, also
a professor in the Classics
Department. These stories were
not written down, they were oral
traditions, he added.
“We don't necessarily read
Homer to distill great truths," said
Charles Pazdemik, head of the

Courtesy Photo / Classics Department

Reading aloud: Stanley Lombardo,
a homeric scholar and performer,
performs the final book of "The Iliad"

Classics Department. “The ancients
Homeric
performer
and
felt otherwise, thinking you could translator Stanley Lombardo will
find everything about human life take the stage of Cook-DeWitt at I
within Homer”
p.m. to perform the climactic Book
Fantastic and unreal elements Nine of “The Odyssey.”
aside. Homeric epics like “The
“(Izimbardo) is a spellbinding
Odyssey” offer an accessible way and absolutely stunning performer
of entering the heads of those much of Homer,” Levitan said.
different than us. Pazdemik said.
Having witnessed Iximbardo’s
“It
is the
reading of the
students who are
final Ixxik of
“It's a good
performing (in the
“The Iliad” in
performance to
Homerathon),”
2(X)7,
l^auren
Levitan
said.
Janicki,
a
watch, regardless
“They're doing
Classics student
of whether you're
it because they
and
member
want to. Because
of the Classics
familiar with Homer.’
they find it fun.”
Society,
had
Aside
only
positive
LAUREN JANICKI
from
students
comments.
CLASSICS SOCIETY MEMBER
and
Classics
“He
was
Department staff,
fantastic,”
this year's readers also include Janicki said. “He performed in the
Dean Wendy Wennerof the College original Greek and Latin. It’s a gcxxl.
of Interdisciplinary Studies, Dean performance to watch, regardless
Fred Antczak of the College of of whether you’re familiar with
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Provost Homer.”
Gayle Davis and Library Dean Ijee
At 2 p.m. festivities will return
VanOrsdel.
to the Kirkhof Center Lounge
Starting the day at 7:30 a.m. will where reading will continue until
be an invocation of the muses as
10 p.m.
the sun rises over Zumberge Pond,
In the final hour of the reading,
Anderson said.
the Classics Society will host a
Next, participants will move gathering including pizza.
into Kirkhof Center Lounge where
Following the events in Kirkhof
the marathon reading will begin.
Center, the Classics Society will
From noon to 2 p.m., the move the gathering to the Glen A.
Homerathon will closely follow the Niemeyer learning and Living
text of “The Odyssey,” beginning Center Room 148 for a viewing of
with a re-enactment of the infamous the Coen Brothers’ “Oh, Brother,
discus throw. This segment will Where Art Thou?”
depict Odysseus’ stay with the
The film is appropriate to the
Phaeacians, Pazdemik said.
days' activities as it is a revamped
Following the discus throw, the version of “The Odyssey," Janicki
event will make its way into the said.
Cook-lX*Witt Center for a lunch
For more information on
reception. This is similar to the Friday’s events, visit http://www.
feast the Phaeacians treat Odysseus gvsu.edu/classics.
to after learning his true identity,
Pazdemik added.
arts® lanthorn x otn

during last year's Homerathon
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‘Raymond’ sitcom writer teaches comedy to Grand Valley students
m

professionally," Boring said. "I can teach you how to
write a story, but this is how you do it for an actual
TV show”
• Behind every funny actor is a funny writer, and
The class culminated in writing a “spec” (a mock
Grand Valley State University recently received a script) for “Everytxxly Loves Raymond,” which
vi&it by a writer at the forefront of comedy - Tom students may be able to use in the future to find an
Caltabiano.
agent. Boring said.
• From the late comedy series “Everytxxly l^oves
“(The class teaches) how to outline a story for a
Raymond.” Caltabiano dropped by the Allendale
sitcom, and what it’s like to get
Campus last week to offer his expertise
into the heads of the characters,"
toselect Film and Video students.
‘I can teach you how Caltabiano said.
I He was invited out to Allendale by
He also commended GVSU
to write a story, but
hie friend Frank Boring, a professor
for its efforts to include such
irithe School of Communications, to
this is how you do
classes in the curriculum.
tc&ch a class titled “Writing Comedy
“The university has been
it
for
an
actual
TV
f<fr TV.”
really accommodating, and
• “(The class) has never been taught
show.”
the enthusiasm of the students,
here at school,” Boring explained. “It
especially
in that class, has
FRANK BORING
is-the type of class you’ll only get at
been really nice,” he added. “It
GVSU
PROFESSOR
nYu or UCLA film school.”
really feels like the campus is
• To take the class, students had to
growing.”
go through an extensive application process that
Caltabiano is originally from New Jersey. and was
involved first interviewing with Boring.
a stand-up comedian in New York before writing for
! “(The class) is not just about learning how to the show.
(\trite scripts), but how to do it if you want to do it
Ray Romano approached him after one of his acts
By Erika Stack
GVI. Staff Writer

and the two have been friends ever since.
Aside from writing for the show, Caltabiano also
wrote for Romano’s appearance on Saturday Night
Live in 1999. and opened for Romano's stand-up
act.
After lecturing for two days. Caltabiano’s visit
ended with a screening of his most recent work
“95 Miles to Go” - a film d<x:umenting the road
trip Romano and Caltabiano took together during
Romano’s stand-up comedy tour of Georgia and
Florida.
“Ray would die a thousand deaths if people
weren't laughing,” he said.
Romano’s role as Ray Barone in the show won
him the Emmy for “Outstanding I>ead Actor in a
Comedy Scries" in 2(X)2. His acceptance speech was
actually written by Caltabiano.
Caltabiano’s successes served as a motivational
message for students in any field.
“People would always say ‘Money doesn't make
you happy,”’ he said. “I would always think, ‘Well,
can I try? Why don't you spot me a million (dollars)
and I’ll get back to you.' But I’ve seen it firsthand money doesn’t make you happy. Keeping yourself
fix-used on what you really like to do is what gives

Courtesy Photo / Tom Caltabiano

Comedy love: Tom Caltabiano (left) talks with comedian
Ray Romano on the set of "Everybody Loves Raymond"
Caltabiano was one of the writers for the show and visited
GVSU last week to talk with Film and Video students.

you that fulfillment.”
For more information on the documentary, visit
http://www.95milestogo.net.
The documentary can be viewed on HBO until
next spring.
estat k @ lanthorn x om
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Announcements
Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn can
help you spread the word!
331-2460.

Coming...Graduate School Fair.
Thursday, October 16, 2008
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Loutit
Hall Atrium.

Study Abroad Fair! Wednesday
October 15th from 10-4 @ Kirkhof Grand River Room on the
Allendale Campus. Tuesday Oc
tober 21st 12-6 @ Student Pro
ject Area Bldg. C.

Entertainment
S Night Club: The best nightlife
on the lakeshore! Come to West
Michigan’s entertainment desti
nation. Doors open at 8p.m. For
more information call (616)
396-3000

Montes. Never Cover for Ladies
or With College I.D.! Look on
our website for upcoming
events and specials. 438 Bridge
St. 21+Permitted 616-774-5969
myspace.com/monteslounge
Come to WILD WEDNESDAYS
at Wenger’s Bowling Lanes
from
8PM-1 AM.
$1.00
Bowl-$1.00 Pop-$5.00 Pitchers-$4.00 Bombs. For more in
formation call (616) 454-4482.
Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit your
event to our free entertainment
calendar online at www.lan
thorn.com.

Opportunities
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.
Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthorn.com.

For Sale
Diamonds: selection, certifica
tion.
Good price.
Jim,
616-538-9682.
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America’s #1 sandwich delivery.
America’s sandwich delivery ex
perts! Over 20 locations in the
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo area.
Visit jimmyjohns.com for the lo
cations nearest you!

GVSU Student work. Customer
sales/service.
Base pay
p e r / a p p t.
$14.25.
616-241-6303.

Cunningham Dalman PC Attor
neys at Law. Kenneth M Horjus.
Help for those charged with fel
ony or misdemeanor crimes.
Call 616-392-1821, visit
www.holland-law.com,
or
e-mail kenh@holland-law.com
for more details.
Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.
OPEN LATE. Open until 3:00am
Thursday-Saturday. Home of
the “Funny Taco”. Located in
Meadows Crossing Mall.

Beijing Buffet; Eat in and Take
Out.
Open
Everyday
11 am-10pm. Located on 342
State Street (behind St. Mary’s
Hospital). For more information
call (616) 396-3000.
Sweetest Day is October 18th!!!!
Call Rosedale Floral for all your
Sweetest Day needs! WE DE
LIVER! 616-453-0594. 3970
Lake Michigan Dr. NW Walker,
Ml.
Visit Motman’s Farm Market for
fresh produce at a great price!
Just 1 mile east of GVSU cam
pus! 10% off with college ID!

Wanted
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Birthdays
What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one they won’t forget.
331-2460.

Eat In & Take Out

Lunch Buffet $4.99 w o Tax & Free Soda

11-2pm j Sushi appetizers. Fried Rice,Lo Mem. special dishes

Also try

Try Fresh

Fried Dumplings
Sesame Chicken
Beef Lo Mein
$3.99
Buddhist Delight
Chicken w/ Cashew Nuts

SHI
2 Pc*

DEPTV
NON-PROFIT

Employment

Open Everyday 11 am-10pm

Mon-Fr.

COMMERCIAL

Services
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FREQUENCY

LUNCH SPECIALS $4.25
Includes Fried Rice &Crab Cheese
DINNER SPECIALS $5.95

Student Specials
lO% off
Mon.-Fri.
Free Crab Cheese w S10 Order

Sat. & Sun
FREE EGG ROLL
OR SOUP
w Every Lunch or Dinner Order

WAJ State Stieot
St Marv's Ho>p»!ol}

458-8383
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Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle

Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.
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McFadden’s Restaurant and
Saloon is hiring all positions.
Please apply in person between
2 and 4pm. 58 Ionia.
www.mcfaddesgrandrapids.co
m
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Join the FedEx ground team as
a Package Handler! Part-time,
$9-$10 to start, scheduled
raises! Apply in person at 3378
Three Mile Rd, in Walker, Ml.
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The Village at 48 West. Now
leasing for fall 2009! Come into
the leasing office now to see
how you’ll fit in at 48 West!
616-895-2400
or
www.48west.com for more info.
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

Housing
Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★★

ROOM for RENT. Close to cam
pus. For information call
313-350-8546

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
© 2008 King Features Synd., Inc.

Rooms for rent. 616-706-1771

See Answers on B6

Copper Beech Townhomes.
The most space for the best
price! 1, 2, 3, or 4 bedroom
townhomes! Call 616-895-2900
or visit copperbeechtownhomes.com.

Roommates
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331-2460 to set up your ad!

2009-2010
Rvra

Lost & Found

THE BEST OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING LOCATION!

Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find what
you’re missing.

Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

Providing Grand Valley State Students The

SHORTEST
PRIVATE

Walking Distance

Shuttle for Convenience

TWO Rapid Stops At Complex
FURNISHED is an Option

Doors Open at 8pm

i

Costume Contest with Prizes!!
Sullivan Skye starts at 9:15pm

I

Tickets in Advance / At Door

$5 1

Purchase Tickets at Campus View Office

For More Info

10255 42nd Ave.
Visit us
www.campusvto iousing.com

i
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CD Releases

This week's diversions
Today

“ • Streetlight Manifesto wsg.
*¥ TheA.K.A.’s
— Doors open at 6 pan. and
- show starts at 6:30 pm. at the
Intersection in Grand Rapids
• "Indiana Jones and the
I Kingdom of the Crystal Skull”
— I0am.,2 p.in.,7 pm. and
10 pm. all week at Kirkhof
; Center Big Screen Theater
Tuesday
• Corey and Mike Guitar Duo
— 2:30 pm. in Area 51 of
Kirkhof Center
• The Meanwhile Film Senes
presents “The Thing”
— 8 pm. at the Wealthy Street
Theatre in Grand Rapids, $3 AO
• Swing Dancing at Rosa Parks
Circle
— 8 p.m. in Rosa Parks Circle
in Grand Rapids
Wednesday

• Arts at Noon Senes: Ensemble
Montage
— noon to 1 pm. in the CookDeWitt Center
• Projection, the Psychology
Films Series presents: "The Way
I Spent the End of the World"
— 6 pm. in Lake Michigan
Hall Room 114
• Lemuria and North Lincoln
— 8 pm. at the DAAC in
Grand Rapids
Thursday

• Sleepy Hollow - A
Multiinedia Live Performance
Spectacular
— 8 pm. at the Dog Story
Theater in Grand Rapids
Additional performances: Oct.
17,23-25 and 30 at 8 pm. and
Oct. 18 at midnight.
Halloween performances at 8
pm. and midnight.

• Ane Bain
— "Changing of the Seasons”
• Chandeliers
"The Thrush”
• Cool Hand Luke
— "The Sleeping House”
• Holly Golightly & The
Brokeofls
"Dirt Won’t Hurt”
• I'm From Barcelona
— "Who Killed Harry
HoudiniT*
• Kaiser Chiefs
— “OH With Their Heads”
• The Minus 5 — "Indies Only"
• The Organ —"Thieves EP’
• Run On Sentence
— "Oti When the Wind Comes
Down”
• Snow Patrol
— “One Hundred Million Suns”
• Tobacco
— "Fucked Up Friends”
• Lucinda Williams
— “Little Honey”

DVD releases
• "Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull”

This week in history
Today
1959 - Entertainer Marie
Osmond bom
1980 Songstress Ashanti bom
Tuesday
1888 - Louis Le Prince films
first motion picture "Roundhay
Garden Scene”
1926 A.A. Milne’s children's
book “Winnie-the-Pooh" is first
published
1978 - Singer and actor Usher
bom
Wednesday
1951 - Sitcom “I Love Lucy”
premieres
1959 - TV chef Emeril Lagasse
bom
Thursday
1923 - Brothers Walt and Roy
Disney found The Walt Disney
Co.
1958 - Actor, director and writer
Tim Robbins bom
1977 - Musician John Mayer
bom
Friday
1972 - Detroit-based rapper
Eminem bom

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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• De Sica shines in telling of human condition

Most protagonists in great
movies have pretty grandiose
goals. They want to win the big
game, or find eternal love, or
maybe even save the
world.
CUmLc
The title character
of “Umberto D.,’’ the
1952 masterpiece
by the great Italian
filmmaker Vittorio De
Sica wants things far
more mundane, but
no less profound.
He wants to have a
place to live, care for
his dog and then, finally,
keep his dignity.
The man’s full name is
Umberto Domenico Ferrari
(Carlo Battisti) and we are
not told a great deal about his
background. His wife is dead and
if he has children, they are not in
touch with him. He is in his 70s
and lives with his dog, Flike. in
a small apartment. He has only
one friend, the young maid Maria
(Maria-Pia Casilio).
The old man lies to her about
his finances and his background,
but these lies are not malevolent.
They merely exist to keep anyone
else from knowing what Umberto
knows - he is living in poverty
with little hope for the future.
“Umberto D.” is the greatest
of all the films to come out of
the Italian neorealist movement.
Eager to rid themselves of World
War 11 propaganda films, the
neorealist filmmakers set an
ambitious goal: To capture life as
realistically as possible.
The most successful and
influential of all of neorealists
was De Sica, a director who
incorporated several unusual
techniques into his films. De
Sica famously cast non-actors in
major parts (Battisti was a retired
college professor) and made his
films almost entirely on location.
Most importantly, he tried to
rewrite some of the rules of

screen narrative.
Some viewers are frustrated by
the fact "Umberto D.” does not
begin or end as much as it simply
starts and stops. It is as if we are
dropping in on the old man’s
life for the duration of the film
(although not in real time).
There were other great films
by De Sica and contemporaries,
Roberto Rossellini and Luchino
Visconti, but none have the
sheer emotional impact
Review of this film. It is hard
to be human and not
get involved in the
simplicity of this basic
human tale. Umberto
merely wants to be
able to take care of
himself and his dog.
No other film about a
human’s relationship to an
animal is as moving as this
one. 1 have seen many boring
action sequences. But few scenes
in the movies are as suspenseful
as the one where Umberto kxiks
in desperation at the pound for a
missing Flike. You end up loving
that dog, just as Umberto, because
he is the only creature in the film
who understands the old man.
The final half hour of the film,
where the old man struggles to
keep his dignity, is emotionally
shattering. He wanders in crowds
of people, looking for some hope,
some source of money to take
care of himself and Hike. But
nothing is there. De Sica neither
damns his hero to a death in the
gutter nor assures us an unrealistic
happy ending. Like real life, in
this picture no one knows what
will happen tomorrow.
rcoppinK@lanthorn.com

See Puzzle B5
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Courtesy movie poster / www filmforum.org
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ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

Kenneth M. Horjus
Help for those charged with felony or
misdemeanor crimes, including drunk driving,
drug possession and suspended license
violations.

321 Settlers Road
Holland, Ml 49423

616.392.1821
www.holland-law.com

kenh@holland-law.com

